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ABSTRACT

The objective of this investigation is to predict the performance parameters for the Space

Shuttle Reaction Control Thruster (SSRCT) when the fuel i,_ changed from monomethyl-
hydrazil_e to hydrazine. Potential problems arc higher chmuber wall temperature during

steady state operation and explosive events during pulse mode operation. Solutions to the
problems are suggested.

To conduct the analysis, a more realistic film cooling model was devised which considers
that hydrazine based fuels are reactive when used as a film coolant on the walls of the

combustion chamber. Hydrazine based fuels can decompose exothermally as a monopro-

pellant and also enter into bipropellant reactions with any excess oxidizer in the combustion
ehmnber. Prior studies treated the coolant as an inert fluid.

The study conc'udes that the conversion of the thl_aster from MMH to hydrazine fuel is

feasible but that a number of changes would be required to achieve the same safety margins
as the monomethylhydrazine-fueled thruster.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Space ShuttleReactionControlThruster presentlyuses monomethylhydrazine (MMH)

as a fuel(N204 oxidizer)toprey de 870 pounds of vacuum thrustand a specificimpulse of

281 seconds {Figurei). Given theperformance dataforthisthruster,with MZiH as a fuel,
can we analyticallypredictwhat happens when hydrazine isus_:linsteadofI_IH ?

TechnicalProblem

Already known, from experimentsand analysis,isthathydrazinJis ofthe same family

ofhypergolicfuelsas MMH; there"ore,no major diffel_vncesincombustion performance
can be foreseenwhen one fuelisinterchangadwiththe other. To illustratethispoint,ideal

performgnce capabilitiesofthe two fuelswith N20 4 as the oxidizerare shown inFigure 2.

The specificimpulse, lap,with N2H4, isseen tobe lower thanfor theMMH fueledthruster
at a mixture ratio,O/F, of 1.6,which isthepresentequalvolumetricflowratiofor MMH.

However, at an O/F --1.4, the equalvolumetricflow ratiofor hydrazine,the specific

impulsewith hydrazineisthe same as thatwithhE_IHat O/F - 1.6. Figure 2 alsopresents

the theoreticalgas temperatures forthetwo fuels"andshows thatthe gas temperature of
hydrazineatO/F = 1.4 isabout200°F highercompared with MMH at O/F = I.6.

The major problem foreseen,when hydrazineis used as the fuel,isthe effectivenessof

hydrazineas a film coolant. The problem liesin _helargereleaseofthermal energy from
hydrazinewhen itthermallydecomposes. The exothermic decompositionofhydrazine

occurs at about550°F and gas temperaturesof 2500°F can theoreticallybe produced ifno
ammonia decompositionoccurs. However, athightemperature, the ammonia generated

inthe reactionrapidlybeginsto thermallydecompose and absorb energy. As a result,

themaximum gas temperature drops to the neighborhoodof 2200°F at 25% ammonia decom-

positionfor staytimes characteristicof rocketchambers (AppendixC). Sincethe design
goalfor throattemperature oftheSSRCT thrusteris2100°F, one can foreseesome diffi-

cultiesinobtainingthistemperature ifthecoolantstream temperature may locallyreach

2200°F Justfrom itsown thermal decompositionprocesses.

A second potentialproblem arisingfrom the fuelchange is theincreasedpossibilityof

chamber and manifoldexplosions(spikesand ZOTs) duringpulsingoperations. Hydrazine,
with itsdifferentvapor pressure and condensationtemperatures,has a greatertendency
to depositresidualpropellantor detonablematerialseverywhere inthe thrusterafter

each pulse. These residuesmay detonateupon relgnitionand damage thevalves, combustion

chamber, and pressure transducer. The Space ShuttleReactionControlRocket is already
designedtominimize thecauses and theeffectsofthe detonationsby minimizing dribble

(manifold)volumes, by thermal management which maintainsadequateoxidizercavity

and chamber temperatures, and by designingallcavitiesand the chamber towithstand
theworst pressure spikepreviouslyexperienced. Due to these irdmrentdesignfeatures,
theoccurrence of spikesor ZOTs are notexpectedW, be a major problem, providedthe

same thermal management criteriaare appliedto thehydrazincfueledrocket.

1
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One reason for considering the substitution of hydrazine is the potential future cost savings _
for second _eneration Space Shuttle vehicles. The lower cost of hydrazine, compared
with MMH, is the economic incentive.

Sol__.neExperimental Data Relate_l to the Feasibi_llty study

The theoretical perfm'mance computations presented in Figure 2 show no difference _,in specJic impulse at the respective equal volumetric flow ratios. These numbers apply
to a 100jc efficient combustor with no film cooling. What happens when a real thruster,
designed to maximize performance at one mixture ratio (_vith monomethylhydrazine), is

made to operate at a different mixture ratio {with hydrazine), has been experimentally _
explored previously at l_Iax_luardt.

Experimental data have been obtained at Marquardt on two prior rocket engines when
hydra.-.ine was substituted for MMH without changing the injector or the combustion chamber.

The blarquardt R-4D 100-pound force rocket engine was tested unmodified with N2H4.
Figure 3a shows the Isp comparisons for N2H4 and MMH. As suggested by the analytical
predictions, peak performance was higher for the hydrazine-fueled rocket, but the mixture
ratio (O/F) at peak performance shifted from 1.55 for I_IMHto 1.1 for hydrazine. Si_,mi-
ticantly hi_her performance was measured for hydrazine at an O/F of 1.4 ten,pared with
_fMH at an O/F of 1.6.

The chamber throat temperatures were also r,,easu red, and the steady state throat tem-
perature of the hydrazine-fueled rocket was 2520°F at O/F = 1.1, compared with 1947°F at
an O/F = 1.6 for the MirtH-fueled rocket.

Similar test results were obtained for the Marquardt Model R-24B rocket, an experimental
rocket designed for 300 pounds vacuum thrust. This engine was tested with three propel-
lant combinations: MMH/N204, N2H4/N204, and 50% UDMH-S{_ N2H4/N204. Figure 3b
shows the performance of the rocket with the thrc_ Cuels. For this locket, the performance
at the respective equal volumetric flow ratios is about the same. Peak performance of the
hydrazine-fueled engine is higher than the MlVIH-fueled rocket.

Temperature measurements once again indicated that the hydrazine-fuelod rocket produced
hiT=her maximmn throat temperatures (2240°F) than _I_IH (1900°F). The film coolant flow
was in the neighborhood of 25-27% of the total fuel flow for both thrusters.

These experimental data on smaller thrusters provide evidence that the specifit hnpulse
requirements can be met at the equal volumetric mixture ratlos but that chamber throat
temperatures can be significantly hi-_her. The objective of this program is to evaluate
whether both quantities, specific impulse and throat tclnperatures, can be kept at design
values when hydrazine is substituted l'o,, MMH. Since !_rior experimental data indicate
that some chan_e in .mgine design may be necessary to reduce throat temperatures, the
study investigates two thruster conligurations. Confi/_mration A is the present shuttle
thruster and the analysis attempts to dcline its behavior with hydrazine as a fuel. Configu-
ration B is a "modified" shuttle thruster, where the modifications are chosen to better

meet the thr_at temperature and specific impulse specificatio_m for the thruster.

•
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II. DEFINITION OF SHUTTLE DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

The Shuttle uses equal volume tankage for the l_IhIH and the niLrogen tetroxide. To effec-

tively utilize the propellants, the thrusters must operate at equal volumetric flow rates
for the fuel and oxidizer. With a specific gravity of 0.876 for I_IMH and 1.446 for nitrogev

tetroxide, the theoretical equal volumetric flow mixture ratio (O/F} is 1.65. However,
the flight system requires a larger ullage volume in the oxidizer tank than in the fuel tank,
and, therefore, the si;ecification calls for an O/F = 1.6.

The theoretical equal volumetric flow mixture ratio ft. the hydrazlne N2/O 4 thruster is
1.43, but when corrected for the tank ullage volume differences, the effective equal volu-
metric flow mixture ratio becomes 1.4 (1.39). Both 1.4 and 1.6 will henceforth be called
the equal volumetric flow mi:,'ture ratios. Hydrazine is denser (S.G. = 1.008) than l_il_'.H.
Therefore, when the present tankage is loaded with the same total weight cf propellants, it

can be shown that both tanks are loaded to only 95,_ of their previous capacity (volume)
when hydrazine is used as the fuel.

As indicated by the previous e.-_perimental data and as predicted later in this report, the
specific impulse of the hydrazine thruster improves at m_'ture ratios le..o than 1.4.
Therefore, either increased range for the same takeoff weight or reduced takeoff weight
for the sm_e total impulse could be achieved if the thruster could :_,- operated at a lower

mixture ratio. Appendix A indicates that for the shuttle tankage the minimum operating
mixture ratio could be O/F = 1.29 if the fuel tank is loaded to its full capacity while the
oxidizer is off-loaded to 91% capacity.

Wh_le th_s reduction of mixture ratio a _.constant propellant weight offers a potential means

for further improvement of the hydrazine thruster performance, it is only mentioned as
a point of interest. The study uses the equal volumetric flow ratio of 1.4 as the reference
or operating condition.

Pressure Schedules

The function of the injector is to distribute, mix and control the combu_,,_ion of pro-
pellants in a manner which optimizes the performance of the thrt, ster. As will be dis-
cussed ;ater, the shuttle injector uniquely produces tv,'o combustion zones, each with a
specific mLxturc ratio. It delivers the propellants at velocitie,_ and momentttm angles

ilil which ma.xh_ izo the mixing and combustion of the propellants. To aq-hieve this function,

certain minimum pressure drops are required from the fuel and oxidizer distribution

manifolds. For the shuttle application, the a_ih,.ble pressure drop across the valves and

_::, injector is _3 l:sl. The nominM supply pressure for both propellants is 250 psi and the
chamber pressure 152 psi.

A sop'irate pressure regulator is used for each propcl!:mt deliv,,_ry s_'stem to regulate tht

propclhmt supply pressure. Pressure regulator m:dfunction is possible. "I_e specification
rcqu[r(:s that the thrustor must oper_te with one rc_dator at n maximum pressure of 350

6
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psia and the other at minimum p_cssurc of 175 psia or with both regula_rs locked at high
or low pressure. These comhin:_tions and permutations cause changes in operating mixture
r._tio and thrust level.

Figure 4 shows the resultant operating envelope for the MMH fueled Shuttle Thruster. The
solid lines define the normal operational envelope. The lower thrust limit at 700 pounds
th_-ast corresponds to the operation at the low regulator limits. The low thrust limit is also
approached during multiengine firing where the pressure losses in the p_pellant supply
lines increase due to the increased propellant flow. The dashed lines indicate the operating
regions when either the fuel tank pressure regulator, the oxiuizcr tank pressure regulator,
or both, malfunction at the nigh limit. In the solid _-cgion, the thruster must perform to
specification. In the dashed regions, it must only operate safely. The operating zt, nes for
the hydrazine fuel thruster can be approximated by moving the ordinate scale to the right by
0.2 mixture ratio units (i.e., the nominal O/F ratio is 1.4 rather than 1.6).

Fee__e_e_e_e_e_e_e_)-stem/Combuster Instability

Two kinds of instability are common in rocket systems. One is a feed system - com-
bustion instability in which pulsations occur due to an undamped interaction between the
propellant supply systems and the combustion process. The second kind is an undamped
acoustic resonance set by a coupling between the combustio,l process and certain acoustic
resonances within the combustion chamber.

The Shuttle Thruster has demonstrated feed system stability over the entire range of thruster
operating conditions shown in Figure 4.

Combustor stability relative to damping any acoustical resonances within the combustion
c_zmber is achieved through the use of tuned acoustical cavities located around the out SiL

rim o: the injector. Figure 4 indicates the test conditions at which the combustion stability
and feedsystem _tability have been demonstrated.

Chamber Temperatures

The shuttle thruster chamber is C-103 Columbium coated with RS12A oxidiationo

zesistant disllicide coating. The original throat temperature target at design operating
conditions was 2100 ° F. Very large margins of safety exist with the Shuttle distlieide
coated columbtum chamber at this ter,_perature, Figure 5 summarizes ,rod compares the
experimental data for costed colurnbium to the Shuttle mis'_ion requirements as a function
ofwali temperature. (1Ref. 1). At the maximum design operating temperature of 2100oF,
the measured coating life in almost 100 times the entire mission operati_g time. Even if the
engine malfunctioned in such a way to continually produce wall temperatures of 2900*F,
the engine could operate at this temper._ture for the required 100 missions. At 3000°F,
1.5 hours of life are available. These data were obtained from torch impingements

experiments in oxidizing atmospheres (Ref. 1). Both the fuel film cooling and the fuel-
rich O/F profiles near the walls provide a fuel-rich environment over the walls for the
S_uttle thrustor. This would contribute to even greqter life than predicted by the data.

0lttOUb1' m
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Figure 6 presentsexperimentaltemperatures measured on a prototypeShuttlethruster

withMMH fuel. The maximum and minimum temperaturesfor an uninsul_tedthruster
_ are shown. The variationoftemperature at thenozzle throatstation{1250-1550°F}

suggeststhatthecoolingfilm isnot uniform due to thediscretenumber of film cooling
injectionpointsand to random variationsof flowfrom each orifice.Test datawith the
insulatedchamber indicatethatthroatwall temperatures are about 150°F warmer than
the radiationcooledversion(i.e.;theuninsulatedthruster}.The M_fl-IfueledShuttle

thruster,therefore,is seen tobe operatingsubstantiallybelow the targettemperatures.
At thedesig'noperatingpoint,themaximum temperature measured forthe insulated
thrusterisabout1_50_F and isdo_-nstreamof thenozzle throatin thesupersonicflow
region.

Figure 4 isa reminder thatthereare a wide range ofoff-designoperatingconditionsat
which thethrustermust safelyoperate. The resultsof Thermal Tests conductedover the

entireoperatingregionare shown in Figure 7. The throattemperaturesbegin rising

rapidlywhen the mixture ratioexceeds 2.0 and reach the maxin,um designtemperature
6f 2100*F at a mixture ratio of 2.56. As will be discussed later, this rise in temperature
appears to be related to an injector design parameter.

Re-entry Heat Loads

Analysis of re-entry heating indicated that the maximum chamber and flange tem-
peratures are not caused by, the hot combustion gases during firing of the thruster but by
the re-entry heating when the thrustor is not being fired.

During re-entry of the vehicle into the atmosphere, the high stagnation temperature of the
air produces significantly higher chamber and wM1 temperatures than are produced by
the rocket combustion. Figure ,Qpresents the cP,lculated thruster wall temperatures during
re-entry. The maximum re-entr-y wall temperature of 2750_F is greater than those pre-
sented in Figures 6 and 7 for a firing thruster. Furthermore, the re-entry temperatures

occur inthepresence of more corrosiveoxidizingatmosphere ratherthanthe fuel-richen-
vironment when the rocketis firing.

The more severe nonfiringconditionshouldthereforebe used tospecifythemaximum :"

allowablechamber temperatures. In terms of theobjectivesof thisanalysisprogramt if
thehydrazinethrusterproduces temperatures thes'zme as or less thanthe 2750°F {with

a fuel-richenvironment),littleor r.osi_zificanteffectupon thelifeand thermal margins

of the thruster material system is expected. The re-ent_" heating, thereby, allows the ",
maximum thruster fit ing temperature target for hydrazine to be realistically raised to

this higher value. OglGllq jk_ Dk,Gg _:S

Thermal Co,_ditioning of the In iectvr and Chamber OF _0_ QlJAIJ_

"['l:c SSRCS thruster uses an v'ectcic heater located on the injectcw heat! to prevent

the in iector head, valve, and comb::stion ch_mt)er tcm l_.r0turcs from falling below the
freezing points of the fuel (-62.5°F) and o,xidizer (11.5'F). As discussed in more detail
in the section on Vacuum Ignition, Spike, and Stability Analysis, the thermal conditioning

,_*._ 10
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:ifl'ects the incidence of damaging explosive cver:_ d_:eto condensation of fual on chamber
surfaces. Tile heater, therefnre, insures that _!:e ._:art transient is rapid, reproducible,

and smooth and that e._plosive events which coul3 d._':_agethe valve or chamber are
minhn ized.

When the thruster is not firing, the heater must compensate for conduction to the vehicle
and radiationlossesto space. The resultsof an an_ysis ofthesteadystatepower 1_quire-
ments fortheheaterare shown in Figure 9. To keep the l_.ad temperaturesabove the speci-

fied50°F, approxhnately10 wattsofpower mus" be suppliedby the heater. To providea _ '

margin of safetywhich covers the uncertainties_.ndefiningand analyzingthesteadystate
and an),transientenvironment,the heaterisdesigned with a safetyfactoroftwo (i.e.,

delivers20 watts). Another way oflookingattb._safetyfactoristhatthe heatermust be
ON 50% ofthetime to compensate forthe antici:ated heatlosses.

The freezingpointofhydrazlneis34.7°F and thisis appreciablyhigherthan forMMH or
thenitrogentetroxide,Therefore, itis ani2cip._zed_hatsig'nificantincreasesihheater
power willbe requiredto maintainthesame tbe'.'malconditioningmargins as forMMH.

As willbe discussedlaterinthe report,doublingth_ heaterpower willprovideadequate
butnot equivalentthermal conditioning.

Dimeasional Consideration_
: #

I

1 The thruster i_ required to fit into closely" cov..=rolled dimensional boundaries on the
space sl,urtle vehicle. Therefore, for this stud:.', the thruster length and outsid.e overall

dimensions are not allowed to vary. However, _.nte:'nal dimensions such as injector and

film cooling orifice diamc;_rs, injection angles, ant" the propellant flow splits between

inner and outer combustion zones may be allowed to vary. Small changes can be made to
the comlmstion chamber length provided comper.satL",g changes are made to the nozzle length

to assure that the overall length and maximum (iameter remain constant and that perfor-
mance is maintained or exceeded. For other at:.plications this constraint does not exist, and

overall dimensions can be changed.

The study looks at two coafL_urations for the hvdraz'.ne-fueled thruster. One is the unmo-
dified shuttle thruster. Here, with :he exception of a change of heater power consumption
and a possible chr, nge of injector orifice or ea_'i:v d_mensions, no modifications are maP"

'which reqt, ire_ change in tooling'. The second coaP.guration, CoaIlg'uratie_n B, is one which

_,_modifie:! to meet the present temperature ant" performance targets. Modifications which
r_ ',;'ht req4re tooling changes are aUowed for C :,_izuration B. I

Other Space Shuttle Constraints

The thruster specification {Ret. 2) li_ts z::._y :,thor requirements that the thruster
h,ust meet. Tim potential problems discussed _- th:._ report are those which arc expected
Io affect the svfety and integrity of the thruster.

In addittonto the thruster specification, there :::'-.y _. other shuttle vehic'le-rclatcd con-
_traillts which can only be evaluated by the System ....,na..c t {I_ockwcll/SD and thu customer,

NASA). No attempt is made to evaluate the fen.-,'.bil::y el the -'onversion to hydrazine i'mm
the vlewlmint o1"system operation, vehicle safe::.', !,._istics, or maintenance.

t
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III. ROCKET PERFORMANCE

The One-Dimentional Equilibrium {ODE) performance analysis program (Ref. 3) was used
to predict the theoretical core gas temperatures and specific impulse for the shuttle thruster.

"Frozen" nozzle flow was assumed downstream of the throat for the specific impulse calcu-
lations. Experience with small thrusters having short exhaust nozzles indicates that chemi-

cal equilibrium freezes very close to the throat. Figure 1 presented specific impulse and
core temperatures for 100_ combustion efficiency as a function of core mixture ratio. These

predictions must be corrected to account for the losses in performance due to: (1) the use
of the fuel as a coolant and {2i the less than perfect combustion that e_i_tPin'the combustion
chamber. An analysis procedure was developed for predicting these losses for the shuttle
thruster. This method was modified to account for the different physical and chemical
properties of hydrazine and is discussed in Appendix B.

The pel formance ,'malysis considers that the propellants occupy three specific zones
whose configuration is dictated by the shuttle injector p._ttern - a film cooling zone
covering the interior cimmber w_lls an(' two core combustion zones (Figure 10). The

analysis procedure for the core zones accounts for variations of doublet mixing efficiency
as the doublet Rupe number and contact time (or blowapart) parameters are changed.
It ",lso considers the effects of the mixture ratios in each combustion zone and the effects

of changes in resultant momentum angle of the two propellants in each zone. The remaining
combustion efficiency terms, due primarily to secondary mixing within each zone and
betaveen zones, are derived empirically from experimental data. These data correlated

best with chamber len_h. Finally, the performance increment due to the film cooling
zone is included using the assmnption that the cooling zone gas temperature is a fixed
value. Appendix B describes the performance assumptions in more detail.

Rocket Performance C.deulations

The functionalrelationshipsdiscussedin Appendix B were combined intoa com-

puterprogram which calculatesthe changes inspecificimpulse as the thrusterdesign

parameters are varied. Figure 11 compares thepredictedIspof theMMH and hydrazine
fueledthrustersuslng thethrce-zonemodel and incorporatingthe effectsof Rupe number,
contacttime, zone mixture ratio,momentum angle,,_ndfilmcooling. The hydrazine

thirster perform_mce is predicted to penk at an O/F of 1.2. Perform-race at the equal
vohmletric flow mixture ratio of 1.4 is only slightly less th_ that of the MI_Pd thruster
at ,'m O/F : 1.6.

Refinements in Pcr[ormancc Predictions

Tile film cooling study, discussed later in this repoit, was conducted subsequent to
the perfolTnancc calcut_twns. It indicates that the liquid fihn for hydrazine persists for
only u.._5 inch along dw chamber _ull as romparcd to 2.3 inches for l_lMlt and that the film

tuml_.raturcs are higher than for MMII. This fin¢lin_ suggests that the performance of the

16
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hydrazlnethrusterwillbe higherthanorlklnallypre|Ictedduetoa greateramountof
mixingbetweenthecoolingand outercoreflowrindalsoduetothehigherspecificimpulse
derivedfrom thatportionofthecoolingflowwhichremainsunmixed, The additional

specific impulse estimated due to these t_voeffects brings the Isp to 281.4 at O/F _ 1.4,
This correction to the original prediction is also shm_ in Figure 11 by the square symbol.
The specific impulse of the hydrazine thruster is predicted to be only slightly better than
the MMH thruster at their equal volumetric flow ratios. Corrections were not made at
other than desl_ mixture ratio since the thermal and mixing analysis were only conducted
at O/F = 1.4.

19
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I IV. FILM COOI'NG AXALYS_S

Extensive literature is available regarding the analysis of film cooling in combustion or
other systems. From this, it is clear that the analysis procedure qre complicated
by the large number of parameters affecting the transfer of heat from the hot gas core
to the liquid or gas coolant layers. These parameters include the physical properties

of the liquid and/or gaseous coolants (i.e., their density, viscosity, surface tension,

heat capaci_', vapor pressure), the film co_la_,t injection velocities, method of injection,

Reynolds number, Weber number_ and temperatrres. The conditlons in the hot gaseous
core such as its turbulence level_ the relative velocity between it and the coolant flow,

the and also contribute to heat andcore temperature core physical properties mass

transfer. Research to better define, simplify, and correlate the relationships between
these properties is continuing; but disagreements still exist on which of these parameters
are most important f_ r predicting the effectiveness of film cooling.

Despite these difficulties, reasonable estim _.tes of film cool__nt effectiv_,zess have been
accomplished in thepastDin tho_eapplicationswhere some experimentaldata:_ere

available.The experimentaldatapermit the calculationofan empiricalfactorwhich

accountsforir,a,,',yof theunknown or poorlyde,finedparameters. Most important!v,this

empiricalfactorpermits thepredictionofthe effectof changes ut the filmcoolingparameters
providedthatlargedeviationsare not made from the originalexperimentalpoints.

CoolingwithReactiveLiquids

One ofthe areas where theleastamount of filmcoolingresearchhas been conducted

isin theuse of reactiveliquidsus a filmcoolnnt. A reactiveliquidisone which chemically
reac_ withthe hot core flowand therebyproduces or absorbs thermal ener&v or one which

decomposes atthe temperaturesgeneratedby thehotcore and once a_o_inproduces or

absnrbs thermal energy. This isnot to imply thatcombustiblefilmcoolantmaterials
such as JP-4t RP-I, methanol, butanolpor othershave not been used infilmcooling

investigations.When they are used, thetestsare specificallydesignedto investigate

thedifferingphysicalpropertiesoftheseliquidsand to avoidthechemical reactions.

1 '
" llydrnzlneand hydr_zlnederivativessuch as monomethylhydrazine are fluidswhich are

capableofboth decompositionand combustion reacUgns when nitrogentetrcxideisused

as theoxid.wtinthe core flow. A signlfic,'mtbody of literaturedirectlyooncernedwith

hfdrazlnedropletdecompositionp_ndbttrnlngc_.istswhich documents thatthedropletsof
hydrazine(,'roditsderivatives)arc surrounded by clearlyvisiblemonopropellantand bi-
propellantflames Inthe chamber combustio_ cnvir,mment. Figure 12 shows pictures
ubt.-dnedby Law_'er(Ilcf.4) and alsoAllison(Ruf.51 which illustratethedual sheathof

rlame cncircllngthedroplet.

OIDIAI, Ib
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Three vapor Zoner exist aroupd the drop In these figures. First, the liquid hydrazfne Is

wzporfzcd by the thermal flux from the surroundings. When the vapor reaches the decom-
position tempernture_ it exothermically decemposesp producing the inner flame front
quite close to the drop. The decomposed gases (the second zone) move outward where they
mL_ with the inwardly diffusing oxidizer. When an ignitable fuel-oxidizer ratio is reached,
combustion occurs. The resulL_nt hot combustion gases (the third zone) generated by
the second flame front move outward and mix [urther with the ambient oxidizer rich gases
of the experiments.

The same concept of decomposition and possible combustion can be extended to the two-
dimensional hydrazine coolant film on the walls of the combustion chamber. Referring to
Figure 10_ the liquid film coo|ant along the wall is exposed to the 5000 ° F gas temperatures
of the combustion core. This heat flux causes evaporation of the coolant and produces

a vapor layer above the liquid. A3 the vapor moves radially inward toward the core flow

(and is carried toward the nozzle_, its temperature rise_ to the decomposition point and
the hydrazine begins decomposing quite close to the liquid film P zd forming a decomposition
flame front over the coolant layer. As the decomposed products move away from the wall,
they mix with ti_e core flow. Combustion m,ty or may not occur, depending upon the amount
of oxidizer ii_ the hot gases. Fi_ure 13 Hlustratcs these many possible zones in the film
cooled layer. Since decomposition and possible combustion of the vaporized coolant seems
sure to occur, one c.'m visualize that a reactive liquid film cooling layer" is covered with
one or two sheets of flame due to its decomposition and possible biprope]iant combustion
flames when exposed to the very hot core gases. This is much more complex than the
conventional concept of a coolant layer. "Ibis chemical reactivity is believed to explain
the relativeiy poor cooling properties of such fluids as hydr,_zine m d MMH as compared to
more inert fluids such as water.

Decomposition ]_iodel for Coolant

In this study, an approach was fol'mulated to account for the ef[ects of the decomposi-
tion flar.m above the coolant l_'er. This model fits the experimental data better than non-
reactive film coolin._ theory. No bipropellant reaction was considered for the thruster,
since the outer combustion zone nosmally operates fuel rich, ar,d little or no bipropeilant
reactions are expected.

i

Some simplflying results arise i'rom the decomposition model. The evaporation rate of the
liquid hydrazine (or hydrazine derivative) is predicted to be independent of the core tempe a-
ture or oxidizer content o_rthe hot coi-e g_ses. It is rather primarily a function of the lmni-
nay fl_uxze slmed for the decomposition reaction, bz addition, as a result of the decomposi-
tion reaction, the gaseous coolant film temperature beyozzd the liquid layer rises rapldiy to
the decomposition tcmperatul-_ of the fuel. Thvrcf.re, minimum temperatures of the coolant
gas is on the order el 1600-1800"F.

AI_penHL_ C prc_clzts the assumptions and calt.ulation pz_ceduz_s used for both the evaporative

tutti decoml),_si ti_'_nfilm c_,liug analysis.

22
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=_ .V. .RES.ULTS "OF TIlE ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE_._SS

Evaporation Model

To provide a perspective on the differences between the simple evaporation film coolin_
model and the thermal decomposition model, calculations of the coolant evaporation rate
were first made asstm_ing no decomposition. Evaporation is produced only by the heat flux
from the core combustion where the heat transfer coefficient is based upon Bartz's tulbulent

combustion model. Figure 14 shows the calculated liquid film lengths as a function of film

effectiveness for both hydr,_zine and g_IH. Film effectiveness is the percent of the original
coolaat flmv that remains on the wall for cooling• The effectiveness factor considers liquid

coolant losses due to splashing at the injection point and due to film instability. Appe, dix C
discusses the factors affecting the amount of liquid losl_. As indicated in the figure, only
48% of the liquid injected is calmflated to be effective for cooling with hydrazine and 44%
is effective with _IMH.

The important observation made from Figure 14 is that the evaporation model predicts that
the hydrnz;.ne liquid length is greater than that for .M3IH, and this contradicts experimental
data. The hydrazine liquid film is predicted to extend beyond the nozzle throat st.ation, while
the l_MH liquid film does not roach the throat. The evaporation model predicts a longer
hydrazine liquid length because the heat of vaporization of hydrazine is greater than that of
M!_IH and it therefore takes longer to evaporate for the same heat flux. The liquid film for
hydrazine infers that the throat is at boiling liquid film temperature for hydrazine (400°F at
a chamber pressure of 150 psia). This is contrary to _iarquardt's experimental data on
prior thrusters. As discussed earlier, measured throat and wall temperatures with hydra-
zine have always been higher than with r,'BIH (2200--2540°F versus 1800 to 190ti°F).

The _nalysis was carried one step fu_Xher. The coolant gas tcmperatL:res were calculated
for M]_IH beyond the liquid film. Figure 15 shows the predicted coolant film temperatur_
as a function of coolant effectiveness for glMH. For the 44% effective MMH film, the gas
recovery temperature at the throat is calvulated to be 8SU°F. This evaporation model
prediction will be compared to the decomposition model in the next section.

Then_ al Decomposition glodel

The liquid film lengths and g_s temperatures v'ere calculated using the l:uninar burn-
ing velocity and decomposition temperature discussed in Appendix C. Figure 16 presents

the calculated iilm temperatures for the decomposition model as a function of film effective-
ness for hIMH. The liquid film is a:,sumed to be at the temperature corresponding to the

boiling point associated with the ¢.hrmber pressure. Wlmn the liquid film ends, the tempera-

ture of the gaseous coolant is austin.rod to rise to the I{;00_F decomposition temperature in
the short distance of 0•2 inch. Thereafter, heat transfer to lhe deccanposcd coolant gas

Item the core gases causes an additional temperature rise. For the 1_I1_I11thruster with the
estimated 44:- cooling cffuctlvcness, the recovery film temperature is Inx_dicted to be
1620°F. The liquid film length is 2.3 inches.

6
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The two prediction models c:m be comp:,-red to experimental data obtained on the Shuttle

thruster in Figure 17. The predicted film recovery temperatures for the evaporation and
decomposition models and the measured outside wall temperatures on the chamber are shown.
The predicted temperatures have been corrected for the 150 _ F difference in temperature
between the insulated and uninsulated chambers. Separate computations conducted for the

Shuttle program indicate that film recovery temperature and throat temperature are almost

identical at the throat station for an insulated thruster. The decomposition model appears
to provide sigTfificantly better correlation with respect to both the maffnitude of the throat

temperature and the sharp rise of wall temperature due to the rapid decomposition reaction.

Figure lS presents the calculated film recover- temperatures for film cooling with hydrazine.

For the estimated 48,_ hydrazine film effectiveness, the predicted gas temperature is 2380 ° F.

Also observe that the liquid film length is only. _5"" due to the 3 times higher mass burning
rate (evaporation rate) of hydrazine compared to M.MH (Appendix C). The predicted film
temperature is now in the neighborhood of the experimental temperatures measured on the

_ other Marquardt thrusters using hydrazine.

i.)t_]! Film Cooling NonunifoI'n.lity.

t: Due to orifice mmmfacturing toler,'mees :rod the discrete number of injection ports,
the fihn coolant cannot always be l_id down absolutely uniformly on the wall. Figure 19
ilhstrates the concept that liqmd cool.'mt length varies around the circumference of the
thrus*_er.

The ex_perimental data obtained on the present'Shuttle thruster in conjunction with the
decomposition model can be used to estimate the degree of film nonuniformity. The decom-

position model for M.MH (Figure 16) predicts that a large variation of film temperature can

occur near the throat of the thruster for small ch,'mges in film cooling. This occurs because
the decomposition zone with its rapidly changing temperature is at the throat location.
Assume that the minimum and m:_,:imum liquid film lengths are =5% of the average length.
Entering Fig,ure 16 at an average effectiveness of 44'", the film temperature is predicted to
va_3' between 1150 _F and 1680 _ F, The predicted film temperature difference of 530°F is
somewhat larger than the experimental wall temperatures difference of 400 ° F. However.
the influence of chamber metal conducfiviW is not included in the prediction and would act
to provide better agreement°

The hydrazine thruster throat section will be much less senMtive to variations in film
cooling pattern. From Figure 1.% the liquid film is predicted to end less than an inch

from the injector face. The same =5 variation in film length this far from the throat is

predicted to produce less th:m =25" F xariation in throat temperature. Of course, larger
tcmt)erature gradients will still be pr(_duccd upstream in the ch,'tmber where the liquid
film ends.

The .M.MIi Ibruster temperature c:m vary ',.:idely at the throat 1or small changes of the

film cooling effectiveness due to the rupi,l wmper_tturt, gradients when the end of the liquid
[tim ;tppro:Lche._ the throat, ()n the o'her h-rod, the h.vdrazine thruster requires strikingly

2_
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largech:tngesof filmeffectivenessto cause even small changesin timgas temper'ttureat
the throat.

Sensi.tivity Temperature Analysis.._ssumptions
of Predicted to

Inview ofthepreliminarynature of some of theassumptions inthe analyslstan
attempt was made to investigate the v,-riation in predicted temperature as the key elements
of the ,'m:dytical assumptions are changed. Figures 16 and 1.¢ already permit evaluation
of the effect of ch,'mging the liquP I film cooling effectiveness.

Figure 20 illustrates the effect of ¢_eeomposition temperature upon the throat gas tempera- •
ture for the hydrazine thruster. A 200" F change in the decomposition temperature pro-
duces _t 100 _F ch,'mge in throat temperature when liquid film length is near the predicted
lcngfl_.

Figure 21 illustrates the effect of core temperature upon gas film temperatures. A 400°F

ch_mge in core combustion gas temperature produces about a 70" F change in fl_roat temper-
atu re at predicted liquid film lengths.

r

PredictedllydrazlneThruster Throat Temperature

The previousanalysisprovidessensitlvi_'coefficientswhich indicate how much

thefilmtemperature chmlges for a change of col_._htlstiongas temperature_ a change in de-

!] composition temperature, and a c11ange in film cooling effectiveness. To calculate the throat

temperature for the hydrazine thruster, the values of these three parameters must be defined.

'the film effectiveness for hydrazine was calculated to be 0.4% the decomposition tempera-
ture was assumed to be lS00 ° I:_ ,-rodthe combustion temperature at real thruster combustion
efficiencies was estimated to be 4660 _ I" from the performance calculations. Figure 18 can

be used first to find the predicted film temperature for a combustion gas temperature of

5010 F, :rod the "tbove values o[ effectiveness and decomposition temperatures.. The com-
Imstion sensitivity coefficient c:m then be used to correct the data of Figure 18 for the com-
bustion temperature of 4_;1_0' F. Perfurming tNs calculation indicates that the predicted film
temperature will be 2310 = F. Thereforet for tl:e insulated t ster the throat temperature
will also be veto., close to 2310" F.

I'
I
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v]r. PERI,'OR:_IANCE TI{ADEOFFS

Gne objective of this program was to predict the perh_=_qlance of the Space Shuttle Reaction
Control System Thruster when hydrazim., was used as the fuel. It was originally anticipated,
on the bauis of prior testing with oiher thrusters, that tile specific impulse would be about
the same at tile equal voltmletric flow mixture ratio but that chamber temperatures would

be above the original shuttle thruster target of 2100°F. This expectation led to the concept

of a "modified" configuration specifically tailored to hydrazine fuel. This thruster, Config-
uration B, would incorporate changes which would result in redtlced chamber temperatures
but which would not violate other significant space shuttle design constraints. In this section

of the report we examilm the effects of possible thruster mod_l'ications upon the specific
hnpulse and throat temperature.

I

Performance Tradeoffs

Specific impulse and nozzle thzx)at temperature arc; used as the two primary tradeoff
parameters. There are significant differences between the lkIMH and the hydrazine-fueled
thru-_ters relative to these parameters, and since an examination of these differences leads

to a better understandhzg of the tradeoffs, the performance with the two fuels will be com-

pared. Since the throat temperature of the MMH-fueled thruster is low, any changes made
to the thruster can be oriented solely to improving the specific hnpulse. The hydrazine
thruster, on the other hand, will be operating at higher than the :_._.2_ximtuv.target tempera-
ture. Therefore, modifications nmst first be made _hich reduce chamber temperature.
Since this will penalize specific impulse, additional changes will be required to recover
performance.

Concept of Develol_ment Risk

In the following sections statements regarding "development risk" will appear. The
concept of development risk will be based upon the following hypothesis: Virtually any

solution to a problem, even a very cliff,cult one, provided it is physically permissible, can
be carried through to a physically realizable design if a stffficiently large amount of money

is appropriated and an indefinite m_ount of development time is allowed. If the budget of
time and money is limited, then whether or not the design is realizable becomes uncertain.

The greater the limitation, the greater the uncertainty.

Experience with complex projects substantially supports this hypothesis. It is to be noted

that the hypothesis does not state that it is proper, economical, or practical to allow exces-

sive budgets for development.

Development risk thereby is related to the lime ,'rod money required to achieve a plB,stcaUy

realizable objective m_d the ma_itxldc of the risk depends upon the amount of favorable (or
urffavorable) cvid=,".cc flint exists at the present time. The amo, mt of risk invt_lved in

makh_g a oh;rage ill the fllruster for the purpose of cbmlging the specific impulse (_(_l_ _k(_ tb
coo&Q
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cllamber temperaturv will be asstuncd to be related to the amount of experimental data which

document3 or supports the analytlcal predictions for the change. If experimental data exist
which doctunent the effect of a specified change, then that approach is said to have a low risk

for achieving the goal. If no ex'perimental doctm_entation exists for a given change or approacl

that approach is said to have undetermined but higher risk. Finally, if experlmental data F_
contradict the analytical predictions or disclose other detrimental effects for a specific

thruster modification, that modification is said to have a high development risk.

The applicable experimental data which have been obtained at Marqu_rdt can now be examined
to provide both a qualitative insight into the risks and a quantitative measure of the effects .

of cel'tain desigvt variables upon performance.

i_ Effect of Ch,'m.iber Lenoth

Fi_mare 22 presents data obtained from tests of an early shuttle configuration where
the chamber length could be easily changed. Additional experimental data obtained later

•," in the de;'elopn_ent progrmu _hen tile chamber length was changed from the original 3-inch

length to the 2.5-inch length substantiate the early data. The incremental chan-_e of specific
impulse are shown as a function of lengti_ using tile present chamber length of 2.5 inches as

.... a zero reference. Specific h_pulse can be improved or degraded by six seconds for small

i changes in combustion chamber len_._h. Also shown are measured throat temperatures as a
"" functionofchamber leng'th.

_;i_ Effect of Injector Double Offset

_. The shuttle thruster uses a single ring of unlike do',blet elements (i.e., fuel jets
_-_. impinge upon oxidizer jetsl. These doublet elements are closely spaced :tround the ring

'.'5 m_d considerable splashing ,-me;beneficial interaction occurs between adjacent cloublets, l.'or

!_: single doublets (without interference from other doublets), experimental investigations have
revealed that the optimum mixing :rod perform:race is obtained when the centerlines of the

two impinging liquid jets are exactly lined up with each other (i. e., intersect with each
other}. This is called zero offset of the doublet cemerlines. When fl_e ccntcrline offset m

" made h_creasingly larger th:m zero, the pcrformm_cc of the single doublet injector slowly
de_rades (?let. G).

Experimental clata obtained \vith tile closely-SlmCUd cl,ulflets on the shuttle tluxlster indicate

that performance is improved when the doublets art, oft'set sufficiently. Figure 23 shows

that offset init,.dly n',akcs no change in perfvrm:,nce. Whe,.: the doublet offset exceeds
0.006 inch, the thruster performance I)t':silts to iml)n,ve and continues to train-eve over a

wide r:m2c of ¢)llset. This iml_rOVemvnt c:m be attrihutecl to a graclual tilting of the propel-
lant fans. When tiao lans tilt beyoncl a certain an.,lc, they begin to overlap c,ach other in :t
manner which improves secondary mLxin A.

Sp,:cifit: iwl*ulst: ii.;!,l'ovt,mei_ts I)(:txx t,c,n l',all" t,, l i\ c .sceoilds \Veldt. :lchicved over a fairly
wkh, t'til.gf. ,_i ¢qfset lot tlli'¢.'l_ sli-htl.v ,litturcnt tv._i t'Ollii',.cur:ititlns during the ln'O_l'nili to
_l,tin_i/.o the shutt[_ injvctur, l.iitlc ¢,i" n,_chan:.e ,,1 thro'it ton_lleraturt_ w:ts ollscrved durill_
thesetests.

:ll;
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Interactions Between Film Cooling and Perform.'mce

Experimental data on the effect of film cooling upon specific impulse has been

obtained only over a relatively narrow r_mgc of cooling percentages. The observed
magnitude of the specific impulse chm_gc for a small film cooling change is close to
the instrumentation accuracy and a relatively large oata scatter was evident. As a

result, relim_ce is placed primarily upon the ,-mrdytical predictions rather than ex-
perimental data.

The fihn coolh_g model considers that a portion of the film cooling which splashes on
the chamber wall moves back toward tim face of the injector and, thereby, cools

that region of the chamber. This was a specific desi_o'n goal for the film cooling con-

figuration. It also considers that additional i_quid is lost from the film cooling which
moves toward the throat. This latter loss is due to instabilities in the liquid film that

cause waves to form. These waves break up into droplets that leave the liquid film.

Whet h:tppens to the liquid cooling flow that is "lost" from the cooling film? The SSRCS
Thruster design, with its out_,ard and inward momentum angles, induces re-circulation
eddies within the thruster which encourage mi×ing of the "lost" coolant with tl,e outer

zone flow. I_zaddition, a portion of the vaporized coolant can mix with the core flow but
the amotmt of mixfi_g depends upon the length of the mixing dis "tance (i. e. Dhow soon the
liquid film is vaporized).

The MMH-fueled thruster with the liquid film extending to the throat of the nozzle (2.3--inch
liquid length) is expected to have l_ss vapor mLxing than the hydrazine thruster, which is

predicted in Section 4 to have a liquid length of only 0. S5 inch. Therefore, hydrazine vapor

and droplets which are generated at the beginning of the chart'.her have a greater chance of
mixing with both the core flow and its recirculation eddies.

z

To evaluate the effect of mixil_g xxitt= the outer zone core flow, the thruster performance
analysis equations were modified to include a mkxing factor. As indicated by Figure 10, the

original performance analysis procedure considered three completely independent zones -

the inner combustion core, the outer combustion zone, and the film cooling zone - which aid

not mix with each other. For the revised analysis, the hypothesis is made that some mixing
occurs between the film cooling zone and the outer combustion zone. The mLxing factor is
the f£action of the film cooling which mLxes with the outer combustion zone. The fraction
which mixes with the combustion zone increases the mass flow and reduces the mixture ratLo

(O/F) of that zone. The film cooling zone mass flow is reduced. The change in thruster
specific impulse due to these changes in mass and mixture ratio distribution is calculated to

define the effect of the coolant mLxing.

The percentage of fuel used for film cooling affects the thruster performance, since the

momentum angles, Rupe number, contact th_e (D/V), and zone mixture ratios change as
the fihn cooling percentage changes. Figures 24 and 25 show the predicted effect of mLxing
upon the specific impulse of the M.MH and hydrazine thrusters. The independent variables

are the amount of coolant flow and the degree cf mixing. A nwnber of observations can be
made from the computed results. Oae unexpected result is that reduction of coolant flow

below about 12% of the total flow does not result in increased thz_ster performance for this

39
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injector desigu. Any further reduction of coolant flow adversely affects the outer and inner
zone performance parameters of the doublets and, thereby, reduces performance more than
the reduction of coolant flow improves it. A further observation for the MMH thruster is
that nnproved mixing between the coolant zone and the outer combustion zone first acts to
improve performance, but when mixing exceeds 50% no fux_her improvement occurs.

Analytical predictions for the hydrazine thruster show some differences. The performance

is more strongly affected by both the amount of film cooling and the degree of mixing with
the outer zone flow. For this injector design, performance continues to increase as the
m L,cing factor is increased.

The question of how much mixing between the coolant and combustion zones occurs in
each thruster must still be answered. Limited experimental data, when the amount
cf film cooling was varied, indicates that 25% mixing curve matches the data for the
MMH thrusters (i. e., the experimental change in specific impulse corresponds to
that predicted for 25% mixing factor over the limited range of film coolant flow tested).
Since increased mixing is expected in the hydrazme thruster due to its three times

faster evaporation rate, a 50-%mixing factor was arbitrarily assumed for it for the
perform_._.ce ca!culation.

Nozzle Performance

The emphasis on the original Shuttle procurement was minimum weight and small

envelope, along with reasonable good performance levels. Since high premium was
put on the first two items, the 22:1 exhaust nozzle bell was made very short (65_

of an optimum Rue nozzle contour). Experimental data indicated that increasing nozzle
length by 1 or more inches will provide a positive specific impulse increment of two or
more seconds. Throat temperatures remain unchanged.

Opt'umiz_ingthe Injector

According to the performance analysis model, the shuttle injector configuration is
not the optimum configuration for MMH; that is to say, the Rupe number, the contact time,
the local mixture ratios, and the momentum angle are not at their optimum values at the
design operating point. An hnprovement of approximately four seconds of specific impulse
is predicted if the injector were to be "optimized- (with a corresponding increase in throat
temperature of 50°F).

For the hydrazine-fueled thruster, similar improvements can be obtained. Figure 26 shows

the difference in performance between the present shuttle thruster (Configuration A) and
a thruster with the injector optimized at each mb,_ure ratio. At an O/F of 1.4, approxi-
mately four seconds' improvement is predicted. Significantly larger improvements are
possible at lower mixture ratios. The achievement of these performance improvements

requires motlification of the prol)ellant injection angles, orifice diameters, propellant
velocities, and propellant distribution between inner and outer combustion zones. In parti-
cular, the changes of the momentum angles of both inner and ot_er zones pxx_vide the major
portion of the performance hnprovement.

42
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During the early phases of the Shuttle prograrv, optimization experiments were made.
At that point in time, the analytical performance analysis methods had not been completed
and, therefore, the modifications were based upon existing tmowledge and were limited
by manufacturing and tinie constraints. Changes were made of doublet orifice diameters
and of the inner combustion zone momentum angle. Over the range of orifice diameters

tested, little or no significant change (relative to measurement accuracy) in specific
impulse was found. Srbsequent analysis substantiated that the specific impulse is not
sensitive to changes in either fuel or oxidizer orifice diameter.

In another portion of the optimization program, the resultant momentum angle of the
inner combustion zone was changed nine degrees further inward. As predicted (later) from

momentum angle considerations, a decrease of specific impulse was noted (four seconds).
At the same time, however, a large reduction of throat temperature was measured
at htgh off-design mixture ratios. No measurable temperature change was observed
at low or moderate mixture ratios. Returning the momentum angle to its original

outward position caused a return to the higher specific impulse and the higher char.leer
throat temperatures at high mixture ratios shown in Figure 7. The experiment verified

! the import_nce of momentum angle upon performance. The higher performance con-
figuration was selected since throat temperatures were still within target levels and
very large safety margLus existed for the columbium material.

Since the performance optimization discussed above would require still further outward
rotation of the inner zone momentum angle, a further increase of wall temperature is
implied. Experimental data, therefore, exist which indicate that inner momentum angle
changes which are beneficial to specific impulse are, at the same time, detrimental to
chamber temperatures. In terms of developmental risk, momentum angle modifications
for optimization of specific impulse offers a high development risk due to the experimental
evidence of an important negative effect upon wall temperatures.

Our understanding of the reason for the contrary interaction is presently incnmplete. The
existing anal}_ical film cooling model cannot account for momentum angle effect upon cool-
ing and temperature at the present time.

5inca the dominant factor in optimizing the injector perfolTnance is found to be the momen-

tu:n angle (rather than coT_tact time, Rupe number, or zone O/F ratio), a rating of "high
risk" relative to development cost and time must be assigned to any changes that affect
this injector momentum angle.

_iMH Thruster

Figure 27 illustrates the type of performance improvements which can be made for
the _i,MI-I-fueled SSRCS thruster and indicates the effect of these improvements upon
thruster throat temperature. The particular sequence of improvements were selected •
according to increasing developmental risk and cost• The first improvement - an increase
in exhaust vozzle len6¢h - is an experimentally verified hnprovement which also imposes
no penalty in chamber temperatures. The second least risk improvement is tl_ use of

offset doublets, ltere, a small increase in chamber wall temperature occurs due to the

44
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Increase in core temperature. Further improvements can be made by increasing the corn- ;:
busUon chamber length and reducing film cooling. Both of tb" _e produce significant increase!

in wall temperature. The performance lmprovelnents here _.re also based upon oxperimental I
data and, therefore, the risk is relatively small. The hl_ihest risk approach - optimizing the

injector - would produce a relatively large gain in performance without much further change
in throat temperature at the design point. However, as discussed earlier, it would involve
changes in the injector momentmn angle which were found to cause significant In(;rease in

chamber temperature at high off-design mixtures (se_" Figure 7).

It must be emphasized that these performance-temperature tradeoffs are presented •

without considering the constraints imposed by the present Shuttle requirements for _
safety margin, envelope, and costs. Furthermore, the tradeoffs illustrated are aimed
primarily at performance in_provement, with some penalty in chamber temperature
margin. For Instance_ the film cooling could be used to decrease the wall temperatures.
In this event, performance wotdd be decreased as shown by the dashed line.

It is clear from Figure 27 that increasing the film cooling to cool a 3.5-inch chamber is
a poor choice since this reduces the specific impulse more than ch,_mging the chamber

" length does. L.;stea,t, a _1 inc_ ease in chamber length (say 2.75-inch from 2.5) while
keeping t_e 24% f:lm cool :_: "_vouldbe the better way of increasing performance !f,
for instance, the wall tem_)crature of 2060" F was desired.

Figure 27, therefore, illustrates a few of the many combinations of changes that
can be made in specific impulse and throat temperature. By appropriate combinations

of ths suggested modifications, the thruster c.an be tailored to provide arbitrarily
specified values of boil; specific impulse end wall temperatures (within certain limits).
Each specification wutild h,ave different weights, costs, al_d risks associated with its

_)_ achievement.Hydrazlne Thruster_ "

Sincet_euse ofhydrnzineas thefuelispredictedt_ resultin throattemperatures

higher thanthe re-entrytemperatures,the emphasis for a hypotheticalConfigurationB
shouldbe to reduce throattemperatures withoutsacrificingperform:race,The throat

temperature can be reduced by reducingchtlmberlengthand by increasingthe film
cooling. Figure 28 shows the relativetradt:offsbetween specificimpulse and throat
temperature for thetwo approaches. These curves were derivedfrom the anal/tlcal

filmcoolingmodel and the analyticaland experimentalperformance data, Like the
MMH thruster,a sin;illreductionof chamber lengthIs predictedto produce a smaller

lossin specificImpulse for n given rcduct:'onof throattemperature thanwillbe produced

J by an increase of the film cooling. This conclusion i_ somewhat disappointing because
an increase in the diameter of the film cor_ling ori._ices w_s _riginally ¢lsualized ._s i

:_ less costly and less difficult modification of t'n_.MMH thruster th.'m reducing the length
of _e combustion chamber. Using these and prior predictions, we can now begin to
create Configuration B.

46
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In evaluatingthe developmentalrisk,the assumption ismade that,due tothe propellant
similarities,the experimentaldataobtainedfrom theMMH testscan be carriedover to

the hydrazinethruster.

Figure 29 illustratestwo of themany possiblemodificationpathsthatConfigurationB

could follow. Both startfrom ConfigurationA atIsp= 281 seconds and T = 2310"F
{thebaselineShuttlethruster).For thisanalysis,attentionwillbe paid to theShuttle
dimensionalconstraints.Chamber or nozzle lengthsare not changed unlessother
dimensionalchanges willcompensate.

One path is allattemptto meet both theShuttlespecificimpulse and theoriginal
Shuttlethroattemperature targets(2100+F). Shorteningthecombustion chamber is

more effectivefor reducingwall temperatures withlesspenaltyinspecificimpulse.

Reducing the chamber lengthfrom 2.5 inchesto 1.8 inchesbringsthethroattemperature

down to 2100"F withan attendantreductionofspecificimpulse. The noz_.lelengthcan be
increasedthe same amount thechamber was shortened,therebyrecoveringsome of
thelostperformance. Offsettingtheinjectordoubletsraisestheperformance to the

targetspecificimpulse withonly a small penaltyintemperature. Finally,a further
improverr.entcan be made by optimizationof theinjectorwithonly a small increaseof

temperature. This versi(,nof ConfigurationB now providessuperiorspecificimpulse

thanelthurConfigurationA or the MMH-fueled thrusterwith :.throattemperature less
thanthatdue to re-entryheatingbuthighe"thanthe oziginalshuttletargetof 2100"F.

The second path sho_'nin Figure 29 is one which onlyconsidersperformance improvement
Offae+tlngthe injectordoubletsand optimizingtheinjectorprovidesincreasesinspecific

impu£se with minimal increaseupon throattemperature. Throat temperatures are
above targetand re-e,tryvalues. The hydrazinethrusterappears tobe destinedby
thehigh filmcoolantdecompositiontemperaturesto operateathigher temperatures

than the MMll thruster. Relativelydrasticthrusterchm_ges are requiredto effect

small reductionof temperature. However, as illustratedin Figure 5, ratherlarge
te_peratura safetymargins existeven atthesetemperatures.

In conclusion,theobjective._fprovidinga hydrazinethrusterwith thesa',"especific

iml:ulseas theI_IMH f,eled [hru:terand s m o_ximum thro._ttemperatureno greatertha_
2250°F c,'mbe achievedby a "'CunfIp.,rationB" thruster. Itcunsist_of thesame injector

as theMMI-Ithrusterbut withoffsetdoublets,a l.$-inchch_n_.ber,and '_longernozzleto
achievethe same overallinstallationdimensions. Tb,ese proposed c1_ges co,_sti_dt_
'lowrisk" modificationsbased upon thecxperlmentalclaptwiththeMMH thruster.

Further improvement inspecificimpvlse, with littlech;m_e inthroattemperature, is

possibleforan "optimized"injectorbut :ita greatlyincrcnsecldevelop.meatrisk.
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VII. PULSE MODE OPERATION AND COMBUSTION
STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

The study has, so far, only examined steady state operation of the hydrazine thruster. Since
the shuttle SSRCS rocket is used for maneuvering control of the shuttle vehicle, it is required

to provide thrust pulses as shol"t as 40 milliseconds in duration. Pulsing rockets have spe-
cial problems related to the pulse mode operation and additional criteria must be satisfied
to assure sate and reliable pulsing mode operation. Pulse engine operation in near space
causes some unusual mass and heat transport effects which can lead to damaging explosions

within the propulsion unit unless they are considered in the desigh phase. Four iaterrelated

explosive events have been documented in past development programs. They have been iden-
tified as: (1) ZOTS, (2) condensed phase explosions, (3) vapor phase detonations, and (4)
transducer cavity explosions. Each is generated by different combinations of the unique
mass mid thermal transport mechanisms inherent to pulsing thrusters. During the repeated

pressurization and evacuation of the combustion chamber avd injector in a low pressure
envirom.nent, the pulsing engin, is able to trar.sport or store explosive materials in various

portions or cavities of the thruster. All of the explosive events occur upon ignition of the

rocket, but the explosiv_ r.-_teria! is usually deposited from the previous pulse or pulses.
A brief definition of terms is first given and then followed by a detailed discussion.

Vapor Phase Detonations

Vapor phase detonations can occur due to the accumulation of the unburned
combustible propellants during the period of time required to cause an igniti,m
reaction between the vaporized hypergolic propellants at low ambient pressures.

Vapor phase detonations are usually not damaging to the pulsing thruster

because the magnitude is relatively small.

Condensed Phase Explosions

i_l Under certain thruster pulsing or shutdown conditions, it is possible to accumu-

"- late condensed propellant ;n combustion chamber of im thruster either in liquid
or solid form due to condensation or freezing of fuel residues upon cold cham-

ber walls. If the thruster is reig'aited with condensed propellant in it, very

large and potential]5 damaging explosions can occur in the combustion chamber.
' .During such an ignition, both a vapor phase dcto,lation and :Lnexplosion of the

condensed phase occur.
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"I OxidizerM:mifoldExplosions(ZOTS)

A ZOT isessentiallya condensed phase explosionwhich occurs withinthe
oxidizermanifold. The transportmechanism thatcarriesthe fuelintothe

oxidizermanifoldis more complex thanforthe condensed phase chamber

ex_)losion.But it,too,requiresa surfacecoldenough to cause condensa-
tionofthefuelat thelow chamber pressures thatexistinnear space during

and aftershutdown portionof the rocketpulse.

Transducer Explosions

During theignitiontransient,gaseous, liquidand solidforms of combustible

and explosivepreig_itionmaterialsfrom thethrustchamber are pumped
intothetransducercavitywhich had previouslybeen at vacuum conditions.

While the amount of materialsenteringthecavityupon each ignitionis small,
theycondense inthe cooltransc_ucerand continueto accumulate forhundreds

or thousandsof ignitionpulses. Finallythe depositsare explodedby thermal

energy carriedintothetransducerduringa long seriesofpulses or by a
chance detonationwave caused by ignitionof therocket. The explosioncan

cause a malfunctionoftransducersensingelement.

A common featureofthese explosiveeventsis thattemperature and pressure
differencesfrom one part of thethrustertoanothercause condensationof

fuelor reactionproductsand providea drivingforce fortransportingthe fuel
Another common featureis thattheprocess is time dependent. Explosions

onlyoccur for certainpulse dutycyclesand not forothers. The switch"tom
one fuelto anotherhas importanteffectsupon theseoccurrences because the

freezingpoints,vapor pressure, and explosivecharacteristicsofeach fuel

are different.Haxing providedsome insightintothtdifferentkinds of ex-

plosiveevents,estimatesoftheeffectsof switchLngtohydrazinewillbe made.

Vapor Phase Detonations

The vapor phase detonationresultsfrom the ignitionofa chamber fullof a detonable
mixture offueland oxidizervapor (includingsuspended liquidor soliddroplets).

Before ignition,thethrustchamber isat a pressure lessthanthe vapor pressure ofboth
propellants.Thus, bothflashintoliquid,solids,and gas as they enterthe chamber. The

hypergolicignitionreactionsoccur slowlyinthe coldpropellantvapor produced by the
expansionto low pressures. By the time ignitionoccurs, enough propellanthas entored

thechamber to produce detonationpressures rangingas high as 600 psi insome thrusters.
A substantial amount of doctnuentation has been obtained on the characteristics of these

vapor phase detonations, Figure 30 shows the maxinaum ignition overpressures measured

for the vapor phase detonations in a number of Marquardt 100-1bf thrusters which operate
at 100-150 psi steady state chambe:" pressures. These thrusters use solenoid operat_.d
valves which pass full propellant flow prior to igz_it__on, The vapor phase detonations are
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nor)hal occurrences for pulse rockets because their fast acting valves permit large amounts
of propellant to enter the combustion chmnber during the i_,mitioa delay time period. No

case of engine dmnage from this t_l_e of iguition spike has ever been observed at Marquardt.
The shuttle 873-1bf thruster uses a pilot-operated (two-stage) valve and exhibits significantly
lower vapor phase detonations because ignition occurs on pilot valve flow prior to the estab-

lishment of full flow from the main valve stage. The vapor phase ignition overpressure

rarely exceeds design operational pressures (150 psi.a). Maximum ignition pressure of
250 psi (Figure 30) have been measured for I_IMH.

When the propellant is changed from I_IMH to N2H4, higher ignition detonation pressures
are expected because hydrazine, with its lower vapor pressure and higher freezing point,
produces larger amounts of liquid and _oiid hydrazine in the chamber prior to ignition.

However, the vapor phase detaonations still will not cause damage. It is the condensed

phase explosions, ZOTS, and transducer explosions which may cause problems.

Condensed Phase Explosions

During the engine shutdm_, the fuel is the ]ast propellant to drain from its manifold
from the dribble volume because its vapor pressure is lower than that of the oxidizer. A

layer of fuel may freeze or remain on the chamber walls if the wall temperature is suffi-
ciently low. As the pressure in the chamber decays to zero or to the ambient pressure, the
material on the wall begins to evaporate (or sublime). Depending upon the off-time between
pulses, this fuel may completely evaporate before the next pulse. This is a function of the
temperature of the chamber wall, the ambient pressure, and the off-time between pulses.

The condensed phase explosion _,pe spike has entirely differen +.characteristics. It consists

of an explosion which consumes frozen or liquid propellant on the wall of the chamber.

When an explosion takes place in this frozen material, very high local pressures can be
exerted on the chamber wall which is directly adjacent. These pressures can damage

engines since it is analogous to exploding a plastic explosive on a wall. For this phenomenon I

to occur, a mechanism must exist for depositing this explosive material on the wall of the
chamber. Study of this problem has revealed that the explosive material is frozen, or

-- liquid fuel left from the preceding pulse which has subsequently been sensitized (made
explosive) by the addition of oxidizer. If this frozen fuel is on the wall and an oxidizer

is present in the preignition gases, the resulting compounds are explosive. The sub-
s eqr-ut ignition of vapors in the chamber then triggers a high pressure explosion in the
material on the chamber wall.

If the propellant valves are opened for the next pulse before, all of the residual fuel evaporates, 6,
the rue' on the walls can explosively ignite and induce high local stresses in the chamber
walls. In early Apollo 100-pound force thrusters, ignition pressures greater than 2000 psia b

were observed. Bursting of the brittle Molybdenum chmnbers would occasionally occur. If.
This led to a program which showed that large ignition overpressures could be avoided by

temperature control and engine tlesi_] tecimiques (minimum dribble volume) that prevent
accumulation of residual materials in the combustion chamber after shutdown.
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The Coltuubitun (C-103) used [or the chamber walls is a ductile material that is

dcsigaaed to absorb these explosions. The injector head dribble volume is small,
- thereby reducing the amount of fuel which can enter the chamber attec the valve

, closes, ttowever, to insure long chamber life) the Shuttle thruster head and chamber
,- are heated to encourage rapid evaporation ard to avoid freezing or condensation of

._:- propellants. This prevents the condensed phase explosions from occurring.

,:, The freezing point of hydrazine is 34.7 ° F compared to -62.5" F for MMH. To avoid

?,! condensed phase explosions, the temperature of the combustion chamber and head must
• " at least be higher than the freezing temperature of the fuel. It must also be warm

r.: enough to cause rapid evaporation of the liquid fuel spilling into the chamber. Figure 31
,: can be examined to obtain an approximate idea for the amount of head and chamber

_ heating required to avoid freezing of the hydrazine. It shows the temperature gradient

_: along the inside of the insulated thruster when it is not firing ,and is exposed to (looking
,tt) the cold space environment. When the heater produces an injector head temperature

': i of 57* F, Figure 31 shows that the chamber wall temperature at the throat station can

:: drop as low as 24* F (or 10°F below the freezing point of hyd"azine). To raise that

_.,_ temperature to at least the freezing point r,-quires that the head temperature be at

_-;_ least 670F. If a 20°F mar_Lu is assumed necessary to provide some safety margin,

•- the head _.emperature required to avoid severe condensed phase spikes due to freezing
approaches 90* F.

; Experimental data with MMH (Ref. 7) indicate that a failure of Apollo Molybdenum cham-

berg occurred when nozzle bell temperature {measured at a position equivalent to

Station 3 in Figure 31) was chilled to 10_F and no failures occurred when the tempera-

ture was 20_F. The bell temperature had to be 70-80_F warmer than the -63°F freezing
point of the MMH to avoid an occasional large condensed phase explosion capable of

shattering a Molybdenum chamber.

Tcs_ data were also obtained with A-50 (50% hydrazine, 50c,,oUDMH). Shattering of the
chamber occurred at bell temperatures of 50*F (i. e., 15°F wat-mer than the 35_F freeze

" point of the hydrazine component}. No experimental data were obtained at higher tempera-
tures with the hydrazine/UDMH fuel. If Lhe same margin is required for hydrazine as
for MMH, a bell temperature of about 104-114°F would be indicated. However, one pos-

sible interpretation of test data of Rnference 7 indicates that a bell temperature of 60°F

_:J would have avoided large condensed phase explosion (i. e., 25_'F warmer than the f--,ezing

:",i]__ point of hydrazine).

2' ']
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The experhl_ental data is not conclusive due to the use of A-50 rather than hydrazine, but

it does clearly suggest that an additional temperature margin of 40-105°F is required to
provide equivalent protection from condense.'l phase explosions.

As mentioned earlier, both the relatively smaller propellant manifold volumes and the
ductile Columbitun chamber material of the shuttle thruster significantly increase the
safety margin for condensed phase explosions, compared with the Apollo thruster. There-
fore, the thermal conditioning requirements are less for the shuttle engine..

In summary, the investigation indicates that thermal conditioning of the hydrazine thruster
be at least 40°F higher than the present 50-90°F range of the MMH thruster. Head tempera-
tures of 90-130°F are indicated to provide an equivalent safety margin.

ZOTS (Reference 8)

A ZOT is an explosion in the oxidizer mani.fold. After valve shutoff, the propellant

manifolds empty at different rates. When the chamber pressure decays, the high vapor
pressure oxidizer manifold empties first and then the low vapor pressure fuel manifold.
When the oxidizer manifold is emptying, its temperature drops due to the evaporation of

the nitrogen tetroxide at the low chamber pressures. Cooling of 50°F has been measured,
and this chilling provides the mechanism for transporting fuel vapor into the oxidizer mani-
fold. The fuel spilling into the warmer combustion chamber after a firing is vaporized,
and this vapor enters the now empty oxidizer manifold where it condenses upon the cold

surfaces. The condensation lowers the pressure, causing more vapor to enter the mani-
fold. Condensation continues until the chamber empties or the manifold warms up enough
to stop condensation. When the thruster is restarted, the reaction between the incoming

oxidizer and the previously condensed fuel produces an explosion in the small volume of

the oxidizer manifold. This can generate pressures as high as 20,000 psi (Apollo 100-1b
thruster) and can cause damage to the Teflon seat in the valve.

!i:! The "ZOT Plot" for MMH shown in Figure 32 defines the flight regime region where ZOTs

can occur. The heart line is the vapor pressure line for _IMH expressed as a function oi
pressure (:'.ltitu(le) and temperature. Strong ZOTs are possible above the vapor pressure

line, and few occur below it. The shaded zone shows the region in which ;he thruster must
operate.

The SSRCS is required to fire in the atmosphere at altitudes as low as 70,000 feet. When

.-,. the atmospheric pressure in the chamber after shutdown exceeds the vapor pressure of the

monoinethylhydrazine, the vapor remains in the chamber for very long time-periods, and
substantial amounts may condense in the chilled oxidizer manifold. Once in the oxidizer

ii manifold, the condensed luel does not re-eval.x)rate easily when the ambient atmospheric

pressure is greater than its vapor pressure. A ZOT occurs after the oxidizer valve opens.
Those explosion_ do not occur in space b_causc the vaporized fuel escapes from the cham-

ber so fast in a vacuum that little can condense in the manifold. If any did condense, it,

,._ tr_, would rapi',lly re-evaporate. Tim lower dash@d line Pvapor/2 represents the atmo.q-

1 ph(.>ri_:pressul'e at which fuel vapor within Ihe thrustor reaches sonic velocity ill the c::haust
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nozzle. This line defines the altitude at which the evaporation efflux rate is the same as

in space. The evaporation rate reaches a maximum at this condition, and the stay time of
the fuel in the chamber is shortened enough to limit the amount of fuel which can condense
in the oxidizer manifold.

The thruster operating temperature limits are more difficult to define. An electric heater
on the injector head attempts to maintain the manifold temperature between 50°F to 90°F.

However, after the thruster firing is terminated, portions of the oxidizer manifold can be

chilled as much as 40°F below the minimum regulated bulk temperature of the head for
certain periods of time due to the evaporation of the residual oxidizer. This transient
cooling to 470°F defines a potential low temperature limit of 470"R. Examinatioa of

Figure 32 indicates that strong ZOTs are possible if the thruster is fired between 70,000
to 120,000 feet altitude.

However, ZOTs are not expected to occur during the possible re-entry maneuvers due to
aerodynamic re-entry heating. Re-entry heating is especially severe in the forward

thrusters and substantial for the aft engines. The manifold temperature of re-entry man-

euvers at 70,000 feet depend upon the amount of prior firing time. Typi(_ally, they are
ealctdated to range from 90"F to 300°F. The cooler temperatuz_s are a result of prior

engine firings where the. propellant flow serves to cool the re-entry heated thruster. At
these temperatures, Figure 32 indicates that the h lMH-fueled thruster will not be subject

to damaging ZOTs.

Figure 33 illustrates the change in the flight regimes when the fuel is changed from _II_IH

to hydrazine. Due to the lower vapor pressure of hydrazine, the ZOT region has been
moved approximately 42 degrees to the right side of the figure. ZOTs can occur over a

larger portion of the present shuttle operating re,on.

To provide an equivalent ZOT-free envelope capability, the hydrazine-fueled thruster needs

to be kept 42 degrees warmer than the MMH thruster. This can be achieved by increasing
the heater power. There are other reasoas that additional heating is believe necessary.
The freezing point of hydrazine (35,°F) is too close to the present minimum injector head
conditioning temperature of 50°F and to the shuttle vehicle propellant conditioning tempera-
ture of 40°F. The additional heater power will insure a more adequate margin against

freezing the fuel in the lines and valve.

ZOTs can occur for only a limited range of ptdse duty cycles. Figure 34 provides some
information regarding the effects of pulse on-time, off-time and other parameters upon the

magnitude and frequency of ZOTs. Tests were conducted at close to 70,000 feet altitude
with propellant and manifold temperature in the region where strong ZOTs can occt'.r. As

indicated in the fi.gure, off-times in excess of one second are required before cn(,ugh fuel
enters the oxidizer manifold to cause a maaifold explosion. The explosion mnrlitude and

the frequency o! explosions increase as the off-time incrcaso.s to 15 seconds. For off-

l i_nes longer that. 15 seconds, evaporation (,f fuel out of the manifo]d and back to the cham-
ber acts to ruduce the magtdtude and f_'c_luency. No (Imitate to the shuttle valves occurred

with these relatively m(;deratc ZOTs.
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The important_oncluslonthatcnn be drawn from the ZOT plotistl_'ItZOTs occur over a

wider range ofaltitudesfor hydrazinethanfor MMII. To provido an equivalentZOT-free
region_m MMII, themanir.oldtemperatureforthe hydrazineti_rustermust be at least10°F

warmer. Sincetheheatc.rsteadyst:.tchead temperatures arc 50-90°F forMMiIp this

in,pliesa head tempera_.urerange of90-120°F for hydrazlne. This temperature range is
,_imilarto thatrecomntended from condesned phase explosionconsiderations.

Transducer Ce,vityExplosio_ns

Pressure trrmsclucercavityexplosionsare produced by a differentcornbfimtionof

pulsingrocketew_nts. The transduceris connectedto the rocketcombustion chamber by

a 2-inchlongby I/8-inchdiameter tube. The transducercavityand tube are naturaltraps

forany fuelvaFor, oxidizervapor, and reactionproductsproduced duringthe ignition
transientor forliquidresiduesleftfrom previouspulses.

Each time th,_rocketpulseis initia+edina vacuum, thesematerialsare rammed into

thecavitywhere theytend tocondense or collecton thecoolcavitywatts. The residues,
which are foundtobe explosive,continueto accumulate each time the thrusterisfired.

The accumulationcan be detonatedby an occasionallargJamplitudecondensed phase

explosionor by the thermal energy carriedintothe tubeor transduceras the high

pressure hotcombustion gases rush intothe previouslyevacuatedcavitydaring ignition.
These explosionsmay cause the transducertocease functioningas a pressure sensing

element,but itstillmaintainsitsintegrityas a plugto preventthe escape of combustion
gases,

Sufficientconcern forthe shuttletransducerexiststhata specialpr._grarntoprevent trans-
ducer failurewas initiated.The transducerused forthe shuttlethrusterhas a _peclal

protectivedevicebehindthe sensingdiaphragm which supportsthediaphragm and prevents
excessivedeflectionand damage to the straingauge when an explosionoccurs. This is

expectedtogreatlyincreasethe reliabilityofthetransducerfor MMH usage.

Studiesof preignitlonand post-combustionchemical reactions(ReL 9}occurring at low
pressuresand temperatures indicatethatexplosiveresiduesare formed which are capable
of beingdetonatedby pressure waves or ignitedby thermal waves. The explosiveresidues
thatare suspectedand identifiedinthe nonflame reactionsincludethe rnononitratesand

dinitrates,themononitrRes and dinitrites_and the azidesofhydrazineor m onomethyl-
hydrazlne. Also identifiedare hydrogen azide,nitrosyleazlde, arnmonium azide,and

ammonium nitrate.Add to thisthe factthathydrazineand monornethylhydrazineare them-
selvesn',onopropellantswhich exothermallydecompose at about600"F and thusthere are an

enormous number ofpossibleexplosivemixtures formed duringthe preignitionor post-
co:nbustionperiods.

When hydrazlncisused as a fuel,the explosionmaterialsft_rmedappear to be more shock

and thethermallysensitivethanfor MMH. As a result,itisexpectedthnttransducer
explosionswould occur more frequentlywiththe hydrazincthruster.
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Experimenta'. data are not yet available to predict the frequency of occurrence or the mag-
nitude of the exp!osions for I_VIH, nor has a model been developed for predicting the free

quency or amplitude of the exiles!on. Based upon the damage observed in _ailed transducers,
the maximum pressure has been estimated to exceed 5000 psi (as compared with the chamber _

pressure of 150 psta).

Combustion Instability

High frequency combustion instabilities are large amplitude acoustical resonances
within the chamber which are driven and sustained by energy from the combustion process.
The resulting intense oscillation of the combustion pressure and velocity is considered
undesirable because heat transfer is increased by factors as high as 10 and causes rapid
and catastrophic failure of the chamber waUs. Damping must be provided by baffles or
acoustic cavities in many high perforrr, ance thrusters to dissipate this osclllatiQn energ3,.

To provide sufficient energy to cause instability, some coupiing between the '_ombustion
process and acoustic frequency must exist. There seems to be agreement between theory

and experiment on the existence of a frequency-dependent combustiov rear_tion time and on
the effects of injection charar'.eristics on the heat release rate which dr(yes the oscillation.
A relatively simple "sensiL_ve time lag" theory appears to adequately predict the behavior
of combustion systems provided that the sensitive time lags have beer a._ermined experi-

mentally. Fortunately, such data exist for N204/N2!i 4 combinations _ef. 10).

The sensitive time lag theory predicts zones of stable and unstable operation as a function
of a dimensionless time lag 1.* (see Figure 35) and an interaction (or excitation) index N.
1.* is defined as

21"c
D

I" = experimental sensitive time lag of the combustion process

c = speed of sound in combustion gases

D = chP.mber diameter

Smith and Reardon correlated their data to define the sensitive tLme lag for hypergolic pro-
pellantc using like-on-like doublets as follows:

1" = 0.25 df 1/Z MclPc/Pcr) -1/3 (2)

where:

df = fuel orifice diameter, inch

,M -- chamber Mach number
c

Pc = chamber ps_ssurc OItIG_AL PAG I_.

Per = crlLical pressure of iuel OF POOR QU_
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Other correlation equations of the same fol._., exist which relate to the properties of the

oxidizer and/or both propellants. Howe;er, since the vaporization and mb:ing of the fuel
is tht, limiting factor for these propellants: ti_e correlation equation for the fuel was used.

w,
From Equation (2), the sensitive time lag is 0.20 ms using the fuel as the controlling pro-
pellant. The nominal value of the dimensionless time constant 1"* of Figure 35 becomes
T* = 4.0. However, there is a very la_;ge scatter in the experimental data from which the

correlation equation is derived. Therefore, the stability picture is better described by
the operating box shown in Figure 35. This operating box indicates the experimental band

for the sensitive time constants and for the interaction index N. If the operating box over-
laps one or more of the unstable zone, instability can be expected as a result of normal
combustion.

The interaction index N is an indicator of the amount of excitation required to cause an

instability. The operating box shown in Figure 35 shows the limits of N and 1"measured

during normal combustion and indicates that stable operation can be expected. Bombs or
other unusual disturbances provide higlaer excitation than shox_m by the box. For the

shuttle thruster, instability can be caused by the ig'nition transient, bombs, or other explo-

sive events in the combustion chamber. The operating box is close enough to the stability
boundary that moderate interact.ion inaex for the explosive event could cause operation in
the nonlinear mode.

Marquardt's experience with pulsing thx_sters is that the ignition transient and/or other
explosive events in the operation of the thruster detel_nine the amount of stabilization

devices required to avoid destructive combustion instability (first tangential mode in the

shuttle thruster). The conventional '_omb" excitation rec,,mmended by CPIA for stability
rating a thruster has been found by Marquardt to be inadequate compared to other special
techniques which produce multiple e_'plosions in the chamber.

Compared to the explosive events, the exci:ation provided by the normal combustion process
is small. While experimental data on the shuttle thrusters without acoustic cavi'.ies clearly

indicate that the offset doublet cop.figuration is less stable _han the zero offset doublets, no
combustion instability was found for either confi_uration with cavities, since the acoustic

cavities are desired to cope with the explosive rating test.

The excitation index of hydrazine thruster is not expected to be significantly different than
for the BLMH-fueled thruster. The two prin_ars" variables affecting tne interaction index;

namely, the heat release rate and the radial location of the heat release zones, appear

experimenWlly to be the same magnitude as for MMH. However, expk)sive phenomena

upon ignition or during operation could be more severe unless the additional thermal con-

ditioning of the thruster and fuel recommended above is provided. If such conditioning is
provided, the explosive excitation should b-' equivalent and the present cavity design should
be adequate.

It is recommended that tuning of the acc, usuc crwi+ies to the instability frequency be imple-
menled for the hydrazine thruster to assur_ z_.:axh_m-_ d:m',pm_. The resonant fr¢,<luencies

of the cavities and the chamber are both a L'nc_ion of the same combustion gas propel_ies
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_i. e., the speed of sound) al:d ill theory no revision should be necessary. However,
_Iarquardt has observed that tile localized film cooling of the head affects the cavity tem-
peratures and, therefore, a shift in cavity frequency will occur due to the lower cooling

effectiveness of the hydrazine.

Feed Systen_ Stability

Flow oscillations of the propellant supply systen can occur due to interactions between
the flow and the combustion chm_ber pressure. The primary parameter controlling the

feed system stability is the injector pl,essure drop. To provide the same feed system
stability margin as the h_l_IH-fueled engine, the hydrazine-fueled thruster must have the

stone -_njector pressure drop. If the pressure drop is smaller, stability is degraded.
,m

When ol_erating at a mixture ratio of 1.4 and the same thrust and specific impulse, the
hydrazine-fueled thruster incurs an additional injector pressure drop of 2 psi on the fuel

side. Since the allowable pressure drop across both the valve and the injector is 83 psi,

a small adjustment of the "trim" orifice in the valve can be easily made. This change acts
to increase the stability since the pressure drop across the injector alone has increased and

has been compensated by decreasing the pressure drop across the valve.

For the oxidizer side of the feed system, the pressure drop is reduced by 8-9 psi due to
the lower mixture ratio. The trim orifice in the oxidizer valve can be used to increase

the overall pressure drop across the valve and to meet the overall valve/injector pressure

drop of 83 psi. However, since the feed system stability is more ser_itive to reduction of

injector pressure drop than to the valve pressure drop, the sta_)_i_ty of the oxidizer side is
reduced despite the balancing of overall pressure drop. If the same or better feed system

stability is desired, an increase of the length-diameter ratio of the final orifice or a de-

crease of the diameter of the feed tube leading to the final orifice can be made.t
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VIII. WEIGHT AND COST

Configuration A

Configuration A is the basic MMH-fueled shuttle thruster with no or little modifica-
tion. As a result of this study, a number of minor changes are recommended. "Minor"

is used bere to mean that the modifications do not produce a significant change of tooling
and the manufacturing cost. They are to increase the heater power by a factor of two to
three, to increase the oxidizer manifold pressure drop by a dimensional change in the
oxidh:er manifold feed tube and possibly a retuning of the acoustic cavities by changing their
depth. These changes involve no change in manufacturing approach and thus will not pro-
duce a significant change in production cost.

Table I lists the thruster weight, the predicted specific impulse, and throat temperature
along w_th similar numbers for the l_IH-fueled SSRCS primary thruster. The weight
presented in Table I is for the unscarred 22:1 area ratio thruster similar to that shown
in Figure 1. Many of the a_hu_tie thrusters have nozzle extensions (scarfs) which are shaped
to be flush with the external surfaces of the shuttle vehicle. Figure 8 shows the scarfed
nozzle used for the forward facing "Z" thrusters. No significant increase of the heater
weight from its present 0.35 pound or its product cost is anticipated. Therefore, the
thruster weight and production cost for Configuration A is expected tobe the same as for
the _'zH-fueled shuttle thruster.

.Configuration B

Configuration B incorporates additional changes that act to lower the throat tempera-
ture of the hydrazine thruster. The objective of this study was to define a hydrazine-

fueled configuration which provides specific impulse and throat temperatures within present
shuttle constraints. Figure 29 suggests that this can be done a _ ,racer of ways and, there-
fore, some jud_,uuent is necessary to select a path. If minimLun _opmcnt risk is selecte(

as a criteria, t_:en only those mo6ifications which are supported L, xperimental data can be
considered low risk. The path which consists of reducing chamber length, increasing nozzl_
len_¢h, and offset, ting the doublets represents the lower risk path, since experimental data
(with MMH) pro¢ide confidence these changes will produce the desired results.

Optimization of the injector will raise the impulse ful_her, but it is :_high risk option,
since actions and limited attempts to optimize the shuttle injector provided experimental

cvidence that interactions between the injector momentum angle and the film cooling effec-
tiveness do exist. Since the analysis indicates that Configuration B goals can be met x_ith-
out optimizing the injector parameters, the low risk configuration was chosen for Collfi-m-
ration B (i.e., no optimization).

Table I also lists the weight and performance of Configuration B. The x_eight of a 4-inch
diameter, 0. 7-inch long x 0. 074-inch thick piece of chamber which is to be removed almost
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exactly' equals the 5.8-inch diameter x 0.7-inch long x 0. 045-inc:h thick piece of nozzle
wMch is added. The change in chaartber and nozzle contours does not change the manu[ac

turing cost except through some initial tooling costs for the shear-formed n:,zzle. A com-

parison of the three thrusters at their desig-n points (from Table I) reveals no .3ignfficant
change in weight, or specific impulse. However, both the hydrazine thrusters are running
hotter 4.han the present/_IhIH thruster. Configxaration A exceeds the expected re-entry

temperature slightly, while Configuration B provides an acceptably lower temperature.
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IX. CONCLUSIONS

Conversion of the Space Shuttle Reaction Control Thruster from the MMH fuel for which it

was developed to N2H 4 appearu to be feasible from the thruster viewpoint. Achievement
of the same specific impulse is predicted for both Configurations A and B. However,
umnodified thruster (Configuration A} is predicted to have nozzie throat temperatures of
2310°F at design mixture ratio. While this exceeds the target temperature of 2100°F, it

is only slightly in excess of the 2250"F temperature produced by re-entry heating on the

forward thrusters (see Table I).

To approach the 2100°F target throat temperature, the combustion chamber must be

shertened, the exhaust nozzle lengthened a corresponding amount, and the injector
doublets must be offset. The effects of these changes to the thruster geometry have been

docmnented with I_IMH fuel, and they therefore constitute a low risk modification from a

development viewpoint. Manufacturing risk is not significant, since no change in manu-
faetur _g technique or approach is involved.

The following additional changes are also believed necessary to assure trouble-free
operation of both the Configurations A and B thrusters in the pulse mode:

1. Heater power should be almost tripled to condition the head to a 90-i20°F
temperature range.

2. The pressure drop through the oxidizer manifold should be increased 10%
to avoid feed system/combustor instability.

3. The acoustic cavities should be retuned (change in depth} to maintain the
same combustion stability margins as the present MMH thruster.

The film cooling analysis is new in that an attempt was made to consider the decomposition

of the fuel film cooling layer. Significant questions regarding some of the asstunptions for

the decomi:osition process remain unanswered. These relate to the laminar burning
velocity of the decomposition flame and the decomposition temperature of the coolant. The

accuracy of predictions is certainiy no better than ±100°F since theprimary variables, the

decomposition temperatures, and subsequent ammonia dissociation, are not clearly
defined.

Howeve_, the good agreement between predictions and the experimental data for the l_IMl!

thruster suggest that the approximations used in the analysis produce reasonable results.

The temperature predictions for the ' ",dr=_zine thruster also fall w_thin the band of ex-peri-
mental measurements for previously evaluated thrusters whose film cooling configurations
were similar to the shuttle thruster.
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APPEND_ A

TANKAGE CONSIDERATIONS FOR CONSTANT TAKEOFF WEIGHT

I. Tankage off-load to provide same takeoff weight with hydrazine.

Takeoff propellant weight, WT, is:

w T = Wo + WF (i)

where

W = weight of oxidizero

WF = weight of fuel
but

Wo = povoandW F = oFV F (2)

where

V = volume occupied by the oxidizero

V F = volume occupied by the fuel

Let V = maximum tank volmne (equal volume tank's

Then the takeoff weight for the hydrazine-fueled thrusters is using (1) and (2) and assuming
tanks for the MMH system filled completely.

WTM = OoV+pMV (3)

where the subscipt M denotes 5_IH.

The takeoff weight of hydrazine-fueled thrusters is

WTH = PoVo +°HVH (4)

where the subscipt H denotes hydrazine.

We seek to find what values of Vo and Vil for the hydrazine system will l)rovide the same
takeoff propellant weight as the ._LMH system (using (3) and (4)).

WT(_IMH ) (0° .-c.M) V
= (5)

WT(N2H4 ) 0° Vo + _F VV

A-I
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The mLxture ratioatwhich theN2H 4 thrustermust operateto ac}'Aevesimultaneousempty-
ingofboth oxidizerand fueltank is'

' 10, OoVo

[)_ H - PHvn (G)

Combine Equations(6)and (i)the followingtwo equationscan be obtainedto describethe
requiredvolumes offueland oxldizer.

VII = Po + PM (Ta)"

(lo) 0.V +_H

v °o+%

= ( ) (7b)z + O/F Po
v o/v H

Let us now find what percentage of the tank volume is required for the hydrazine system

at its equal volumetric flow ratio. Using Equations (2) and (6),

t Wo %vo ooVo
'_ o/F =w_ _FvF %v_d*t .

. For MMH, the equal volumetric flow ratio is

F Po z.4,_ z.43PMMH 1. 008IMH

Using Equation(7)withthe hydrazineequalvolumetricflow ratio(i.e.,O/F = 1.43)

VII
= 0.95

V
anct

V
O

= 0.95
V

Therefore, to have the stone takeoffweight only 9o,c oft he original tank volmne, V, is

rc<luircd for the N2114 thruster. This results from the greater density of hydrazine com-
pared with _EXlH.

!1_ 'A-2
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If. Find mlxturc ratio at which hydrazi,m tank is full (i.c, let Vll = V). Solving
Equation (7a) for the minhnwu mix'turo ratio,

(o)-- --- 1.32
F Hmln.

At this mkx'ture ratio the oxidizer tank is off-loaded by the following amount (for the same
takeoff weight):

V
o

--= 0.91
V

m. Correctionofabove mixture ratiosfor requiredvehicleullagevolumes.

The oxidizertank requiresa 7.5% ullagevolume toallowfo,-thermal expansionvariations,

whilethe fueltankonly requires5%.

For tmlkswith equalvolumes, theMMH mixture ratiowhich satisfiesthe ullagerequire-
ments and the requirementthatbothtanksempty atthe same time is:

O =(O I(I - 0.075)
FMM H FMM H (1 - 0.05)

\ Equal volume/

O
-- = 1.65 x0.973 -= 1.6
FMMH

Similarly, the equivalent operating mixture ratio for N2H4 corresponding to the equal
vohm_etric flow ratio is:

O
-- = 1.43x0.973 _ 1.4 (1.39)

FN2H 4

Finally, the corrected O/F ratio at which the hydrazine tank is at maximam permitted
fuel load becomes:

. (O) = 1.32x0.973 = 1.28
N2H4 rain.

A-3
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APPENDIX B

ROCKET PERFOR_J'ANCE CALCULATIONS

The One-Dimensional Equilibrium (ODE) computer program was used to predict
the theoretical core gas temperatures and the reference specific impulse for the

Shuttle thruster. These theoretical predictions must be corrected to account for the

losses in performance due to the use of the fuel as a coolant and the less than
perfect combustion that exists in the combustion chamber. An analysis program
was developed for predicting those losses for the MM:Hfueled shuttle thruster.
This program was modified to account for the different physical and chemical
properties of hydrazine.

_Combustion Zones

The Shuttle rocket performance is analyzed as a three-zone process. The
sketch in Figure A1 illustrates the three zones. The outermost zone is the film
coolant zone. Liquid fuel is depositied on the chamber walls by film coolant
orifices at injection angles of 20 ° and 45 ° around the periphery of the chamber,
The steeper injection angle (for half the injection orifices) was found necessary
to provide additional injector face cooling because recirculatJon of the hot combus-
tion gases back toward the face causes face heating.

There are hvo main combustion zones created from a oingle ring of injection
orifices. The flow on the outer zone is inclined 20 degrees outward and the
inner combustion zone is inclined 21 degrees inward. The nonaxial momentum
angles produced by the single doublet injector orifices (i. e. D oxidizer and fuel
Jets impinge upon each other) creates rectrculation patterns in the combustor
which actively feeds thermal energy back to the injection zone and improves
combustion efficiency.

0

The net momentum angle of the propellants varies as the propellant mixture ratio
is changed, and this has a strong effect upon thruster performance.

The mixture ratio L_ each of the _wo core combustion zones is dif[erent and is

used as a parameter to optimize thruster performance. The outer core zone is
operated fuel rich compared to the tnne_ ,:ore. This protects the chamber wall
from oxidizer. The analysis assumes that no mixing occurs between the two core
combustion zones.
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1
However 0 mixing is assumed to occur between the film coolant zone and the outer

-.4J core zone. This assumption recoguizes that a portion of the film coolant moves
, back toward file face to provide face cooling and that additional loss of liquid

coolant to the core flow occurs due to the liquid film instability of the coolant
- sheeL

Zouc MLxture Ratios

The effect of zone O/F ratio upon Isp is shown in Figure B-2, which presents

i the decrease in specific impulse (AIsp) referenced to the theoretical optimum at
an O/F = 1.0. Lxamination of the chart indicates that operation at the equal volu-

metric flow mixture ratio of 1.4 results in a loss of seven isp seconds of perfor-
-' mance compared with an O/F = 10.1

if film cooling is used (sa: 25% of the fuei), the core O/F ratio becomes 1.87, and

the loss in Isp in the core flow approaches 22 seconds compared with an O/F = 1.0.
however, the specific impulse obtained fl_m the film coolant zone acts to partially
compensate for this loss. The important observation is that the film cooling _ow
influences the combustion zone mixture ratio and gas temperature and _pecific
impulse.

DoubletCombustion Pe brmance

The shuttlet'.rust¢.er.ploys84 "unlike"doubletsinthe stogiering-dual

n_omentum injector_r achievegood mixing with a shortcombustionchamber
(L* = 10'_. The objectiveofthemixing process _.sto achievea uniform mLx-ture
ratioacrosseach combust,_onzone.

Rupe atJPL definedtheparameters formaximizing mixture uniforraitywith nonreact-

ingfluids(Ref.ll).Rupe founda limittothe degree of uniformityeven atoptS_mum
mixing (Rupe.number =. 5). One interestingand significantfacetofRupe's investiga-
tion,asidefrom thedV_icultyofgettinguniform O/F distribution._, was thatthe imping-

ing liquid jets penetrated each other. Instead of splashing or bouncing off each other,

the impinging je*.s were found to cross over. Figure _-3 shows the O/F distribution
measured across a research rocket engine using a single c'oublet injector with the oxi-
dizer and fuel orifices oriented as shox_a in the top figure. The line labeled "penetrated"

shows the O/F distr'bution at optimum Rupc number. Observe that the side of the en-

gine opposite the oxidizer orifice is oxygen rich and the side opposite the fuel orifice is
fu_l rich. The O/F maldistribut;on ia q,Jite evident for the "optimum" penetrated flow

mixing,
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Other investigators, also working with impinging-unlike doublets, reported thatunder

certain operating conditions the Lwo jets bounced offeach other or "separated". This

separation of blow apart was attributedto chemical reactions occurring sufficiently

rapidly at the impingement point to prevept mixing of the liquidjets. The O/F varia-

tion across the combustion eharaber for "separated" mixing is also shown in Figure B-3

where itcan oe observed that profileis as maldistributed as the "penetrated" data but

completely reversed.

Kushida and Houseman, at JPL (Ref. 12), formulated an analyticalmodel to define

the operating regions in which penetrated or separated flow would occur. The key

elem_ent of the model was the concept of a "contact time" which they showed was

related to the ratio D/V (diameter of injectororificeto velocityof the injectorjet).

They postulated that iftwo hypergolic propellants remained inthe impingement zone

long enough to start a chemical reaction, the reaction products would cause the jets

to blow apart or separate. Ifthe contact time (D/V) was too small, m_ing would

occur before the chemical reaction and penetrated mixing"would be observed. They

hypothesized that either vapor phase or liquidphase reactions could cause the separation.

Houseman (Ref. 13) later conduczed the experiment with the single doublet research

engine, discussed above, whe,_'ehe verified thatthe mixing patterns varied from pene-

trated to separated mixing as functions of chamber pressure. He found thatmore

uniform mixing than eitherpenetrated or separated mkxing could be obtained bet-ween

these txvoregions. Fig1_reB-3 also shows the O/F profile (labeled"mixed"} obtained

in the crossover re_lon from penetration to separation. The g'asgeneration due to

chemical reaction at the impingement pointwas proved to be beneficialfor achieving

a more uniform mi.xture ratio.

That these changes inO/F profile are siR-nificantto performance is shown in Figure B-4

which shows that the C* efficiency,rises from 93r_for penetrated mixing to 97% at the

mixed flow condition and then back do_'n to 93:_ior separated flow.

Kushida and Houseman had predicted thatthe vapor phase chemical reaction would be a

functionprimarily of chamber pressure ,endthe experime'_t validated their hypothesis.

Figure B-5 shows the estimated vapor phase line fo,"the Marquardt injectorgeometD"

using .MMH/N204 propell:mts. Operation of the injector to the leftof the linewould
resultin penetrated mixing. Separated mixing occurs to the rightof the line. Optimum

mixing occurs in the neighborhoor] of the vapor phase line.

Some controversy'cxist_ as to the natu_'eand sh',peof the liquidphase reaction lines

(which also cnt_seseparation_. Houseman has formulated models for hvo different

liquidphase reactions, cac1_heing _ differt.ntfun('tio_,of pressure _nd tempt,raturc.

Experimental data by Brecn, et al, of Dy mmic Sciences (Ref. 14) suggests thatthe

liquidphase reactions .iredependent l)l'ima_'ilyupon ten ')crature, These latterdat_

are shox_n in the figure a_ (lashed lines (adjusted l,n" our injector ge,'.._e_..y).

i B-6
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The din[warn of the 1)'V plmae, therefore, describes the mixing I,,.qaavior of impinging
doubh, t injector elements. The desi_,n_ objective is to chonse the injector I)/V so as to

operate in the optimum mixing region; i.e., on the vapor phase reactmn line defining
the trm_sition beta_'een penetrated and separated fh '.

_ For the performance analysis, both Rupe number and contact time (D/V) were assumed

to interact independently of each other as a first approximation to describing the mixed

flow region. Figure B6 shows the effect of Rupe number upon Isp. Rupe number - . 5
is used as the zero reference point.

The limited experimental data rela_ing to the chemical reaction time for hydrazine based
fuels with nitrogen tetroxide sug_;est little or no difference between hydrazine and MMH.

Therefore, the contact time was assumed the same for the two fuels. Figure B7 pre-
sents some experimentally derived data from the Shuttle thruster on the effect of contact
time (D/Y) upon specific impalse. Optimum contact time for the MMH (and therefore

the N2114) thruster is 32 microseconds at 150 psia chamber pressure.

Momentum Angle Effects

_ 12ecirculation of hot combusticn gases back towards the injection zone is induced
by tilting the resultant momen_ann angle relative to the centerline of the combustion

_. chamber. Test data generally reveal an increase in both performance and injector head

or face tempera_res. The performance change resulting from the. momentum angle

_?_. is shown in Figure BS. This empirically derived curve was obtained from experiments
with a number of different thrusters developed at Marquardt using single ring, single

,_ nmmentum injectors and h_ving small L _ chambers (short c}:_,mbers), It predicts that
_,_- maximum improvement of specific impulse occurs as the momen_m angle is i_creased

to 15". Ther,:after, the performance improvement decreases to zero at 30* and is de-
graded beyond.

Rocket Performance Calculations

The functional relationships discusse'; previously were combined into a computer

program which calculates the changes in specific impulse as the thruster design para- .:

.=z meters are varied. The analysis procedure accounts for variations of doublet mixing i; "
efficiency as the doublet Rupe number and contact time (or blowapart) parameters are
changed. It also considers the effects of the mixture ratios in each combustion zone and

the effects of changes in resultant momentum angle of the two propellants in each zone.

The re,'aaining combustion efficiency terms due primarily to secondary mixing within

each zone and between zones were derived empirically from experimental data of
thruster performance. This was _ssumed to be a function of chamber length. Finally,

the perforrr_nce increment due to the film cooling z ,ne is included using the assumption
that the cooling zone gas temperature is a fixed value. The results of the calculations

are presentedin SectionIllofthisreport.

13-7 I' ' "
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APPENDIX C

]TILM COOLING ANALYSIS TECIINIQUE

"IRe conventional film cooling analysis was extended to include the effects of mono-

propellant decomposition of the film coolant. The following sections discuss the conven-

tional film cooling analysis teclmiques used for calculating the behavior of the liquid and
vapor film cooling zones. In addition, an approach was formulated to estimating film
temperatures when thermal decomposition of the coolant occurs.

Liquid Film Cooling

The effectiveness of liquid film cooling depends upon how far the liquid film extends
along the chamber wall. Prediqtion of the liquid length is one objective of the analysis.
Liquid can be lost by a number of different mechanisms:

1. Splashing due to the method of injection.

2. Liquid lost due to instabilities of the flowing liquid film.

'- 3. Evaporationofthe filmdue to thermal influx.

Only the liquidevaporatingfrom thefilm on thewall isperforming itsfunctionof cooling

thewall. Liquidcarriedaway beforeany coolingcan be achieved(i.e., Item 1) or fldid
dropletswhich break away from thefilmbeforetheheat ofvaporizationcan be used to cool
thewall (Item2) are assumed ineffectiveforwall covling.

InjectionLosses

The filmcoolantis injectedat 84 pointsaround the circumference atanglesof

20 degrees and 45 degrees to thechamber wall. The coolaritflow,therefore,has a
component paralleltothe wallwhich carriesthe coolanttoward the exitnozzle and

anothercomponent perpendiculartothe wallwhich splashesthe liquidina circular
patterninalldirections.As a resultofthissplashpattern,a portionofthe coolant

flowmoves back toward the injectorface. As mentioned earlier,the 45-degree

anglewas chosen specificallyto cause coolantflowto reach theface and reduce the
heatfluxdue to the recirculationofcombustion gases. For the analysis,allcoolant

moving back toward the facewas assumed tobe lostforcoolingthe chamber and
thenozzle. Figure C-1 shows the percentageofthe injectedflow losttoward the

face as a functionof impingement angle. For th3 20-degree impinRement angle

streams, only15_ ofthe flowmoves toward the injectorface and 85% actsto cool
the chamber and nozzle. For the 45-degree injectionangle,34% actsto coolthe

face. The totalpercentageofthe liquidfilmfrom both setsoforificeswhich actto
cool thechamber and nozzleis74,_. Twenty-sLxpercent isused for injectorhead

cooling.
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Film hlstability Losses

The liquid film moving toward the nozzle loses liquid droplets due to waves which

appear on the film surface. Loss of liquid from the film by entrainment In the gas in-
creases with the thickness and flow rate of the coolant film. As the film flows along the
chamber wall, evaporation at the liquid gas interface causes the thickness of the film to
diminish from a maximum near the injection point to zero at the point where the film is

completely evaporated. Therefore, the intensity of surface ripples decreases in the
direction of the flow.

If coolant which breaks away from the film surface is carried away from the liquid film
by turbulent mixing before it evaporates, its heat of vaporization will not be effective in

film cooling. On the other hand, if the entrained coolant is evaporated immediately ad-
jacent to the liquid film, its heat of evaporization will contribute to film cooling,

As experimental study of liquid entrainment and film stability in film cooling in rocket

motors was made by Graham. His experiments were made with films injected tangential
to the chamber wall. From measurements of the liquid film len_h and calculations of

what the liquid film length should be in the absence of fluid entrainment. Graham cal-
culated a stability effectivenes, _ s, defined as follows (Ref. 15):

W
s : -- (!)

Wf

where W is the effective film flow rate which adheres to the wall and Wf is the initial
film flow rate at the point of injection.

The stability effectiveness, _s, was correlated by Graham with a dimensionless parameter
W* which is, in effect, a Reynolds number of the fluid film and is defined as follows:

W
W* =

_D_

W* is a function of distance from the injectic,n point, since the liquid flow rate is reduced
by evaporation as the film proceeds downstream. Graham's results, which relate _he

local stability effectiveness to the local value of W *, are sho_l in Figure C2.

Graham's calculations of theoretical liquid len_h assumed that the heat transfer coefficient
between the core and the liquid film was the same as it would be behveen the core and a

smooth solid wall. Therefore, hc attributed all of the difference bet-.veen the theoretical

and measured liquid len_h to cntrainmcnt of fluid droplets because of film instability.
Graham's experiments were performed with racket engines using WFNA anti JP-4 at a
chamber pressure of 500 psia and a thrust of 500 pounds.
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l_esults of liquid film cooling experiments by Kinney (l{ef. 1(;) with water films in air flow
threugh ducts at temperatures from 600°F to 2000°F were also correlated with the
dimensionless film parameter W*. However, Kilmey attributed the t ,fference between
measared and theoretical liquid lengths to enhancement of the heat transfer coefficient
behveen fi,e core and :he film surface, possibly because of increased turbulence due to
film instability and evaporation. Ki_mey assumed that there would be no loss of fluid
by entrainment, A calculation of the liquid length using either ginney's assumption of

_ enhanced heat transfer ._nd no liquid entrainment, or Graham's assumption of liquid
entrainment and no enhancement of heat transfer, in most cases will give very closely
the same result• In fact, Graham included Kin.-ey's :lata in his correlation ef 7_s with
W**

In mere recent work, Gater and L'Ecuyer (Ref. 17) empirically derived an entraiament
parameter which was not nondimensional. They argue that even though their parameter
is not a dimensionless quantiW, it can be shown to be equivalent to the dimensionless

Webel; re,tuber. However, they were not able to define the characteristic cooling film
dimension tbat is required to convert their parameter to a Weber number. The signi-
fican; difference in their correlation is that tke surface tension of the liquid coolant was

the correlating parame;er rather than the viscosity of liquid (i.e. Reynolds Number)
of the previous investigators. The co:ffusing thing about their, report is that they show
good agreement between their surface tension parameter and the original data from
which the viscosity par;_m.eter was derived•

Despite the disagreement on the precise parameter, all !nves_igators agree that the film
coolant is consumed much faster t" n that calculated by assuming that the heat transfer
to it is the same as to a rigid w:dl. Examination of Figure C-2 indicates that liquid lengths

_ can be reduced by a factor of 2 or more due to the surface ripples and waves of the coolant.

Vaporization Due to Heat Transfer

Althot.gh both liquid entrainment and heat transfer enhancement may be occurring
simultaneously, it is ver 7 difficult to separate the two factors experimentally• Based upon

Grabam's results, it can be concluded that the rate, of heat transfer between the core and
the liquid f',lm can be calculated from conventional equations for convection cc,Aficients

when usLlg stability effectiveness. If the local core flow is turbulent, the heat transfer
coefficient from the combustion gases to the liquid, film coolant can be calculated using the

Bartz equaiion (ReL 18) as modified to include tl_e more convenient reference enthalpy

method developed by Welsh and Witte (Ref. 19}.

0.026 I$f0"2 /Wg) 0" 8 (_._,) 0"9 (Hr " Hf )_" = _ _).2 0.6 A, T r Tf a (3)
g D, P

r!
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where h is file enthalpy of the combustion gases, A is the cross-sectional area, D is the

diameter, and the subscript * repr, seats the nozzle throat; r is the recovery condition
and f indicates average properties at file interface between the core and the liquid film.

The factor a represent._ a correction for the variation of viscosity and density tarough the.
boundary layer and is equal to

a = 0.12 Tf0.6 (4)Tog

where T is the local static temperature of the core, T is the stagnation temperature
, g og

of the core and Tf is the average interface temperature.

This calculation of heat transfer *,, the liquic_ film is used only for the evaporation model

with inert coolants. For the 6ecomposition model, the evaporation rate is evaluated
using the laminar flame spP_d of the decomposition flame.

G_seous Film Co._!i2._

A liquid film injected along the chamber wall will eventually evaporate due to heat
flux from the core gas and from the wall. Downstream of the evaporation point, vapor

exists along the wall which c.-.n provide a thermal baz rier between the core g..s .'rod the
chamber.

A number of different gaseous film cooling models have been proposed and investigated.
To date, no one model has been accepted as universally applicable. The objective of

gaseous film cooling an,'flysis is the reliable prediction of film recovery temperatures in

various parts of the thrust chamber. The film recovery temperature is the driving tem-
perature ._br heat transfer to the chamber walls. The film temperature also affects the

convec*.ive h:'at tr_mfer coefficient through its influence on the viscosity, he._t capaci_.,
Prandtl numbert ._mdboundary hwr chlracteristics of the film. Thus, a reliable gase-
ous film cooling model is necessary to the determination of thrdst chamber temperatures.

Gaseous film cooling models arc basically of two types - tho_e which assume no core-film
mixing and those based upon nixk.g. Marquardt has used models based on l)ofl_ approaches
and has successfully correlated (,ata in each case. The correct model depends upon the
problem at hand.

Model of llatch and P;'._yll (sub sgJ_ic flow)_(Re[. 20)

llatch and Papcll derived their model for gaseous film cool in.q nl;lkilzg the following

ass,:mptions.

(a) ('oolant exists ::s a discrct.e layer (no mixin_.

0)) 'l'c'n-_perature profile in the coobmt does not ch:mge rapidly.
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(c) Temperature gradient through the coolant is sm:dl.

(d) No heat is conducted through or along the wall.

(e) Conditions are uniform no-real to the wJll.

(f) The main gas stream is fully developed turbulent flow.

(g) The gas traverses the distance X" before heat diffuses through the gas layer to

rai_,. • the wall temperature.

A simple hea _. fh'. balance., a slab of gaseous coolant leads to:

d--_ h L_ g (rr - zw) (5)
dX (wCP)c

where

Tf =. film temperature

x = distancedownstream

W =- coolantflow rate

C = coolantbeatcapacity
P

L = coolant slab width

T = core gas recover- temperature
r

Integ_tion gives

T --Tf h LX
L_ r = - g (6)

T r - T I (WCp) c

Using test data from engine firings using both air and helium, H_tch and Papell found

empirical mttItipliers which, when applied to Equation 6, gave correlation. The foUowing

is thefinalform oftheirexpression.

= g (7)
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The factor 1/_1 accotmts for the finite therm._l diffusivity of the film and the effect of
velocity differences between the core and the film.

Film Decomposition

The thermal decomposition of the coolant film will provide addtional heating, since
_| the reaction is exothermic. The decomposition of hydrazine and ]_Vl}I occurs over a

range of vapor temperatures. Detonation is found to occur at vapor temperatures in the
neighborhood of 500°F (hydrazine) to 700°F (_Ii_IH) in inert atmosphere. At lower ga_

temperatures the decomposition reaction proceeds more slowly.

The surface of the film coolant layer injected along the wall must first be brought to the

• boiling temperature, at which time rapid x.aporization occurs. At 152 psi chamber pres-
sure, this temperature is 350°F for MMH .and 395'F for hydrazin_ The vapor generated
is heated further and is ignited by the combustion flame of the core combustion zone.
Heat released by the decomposition flame near the coolant layer is conducted back to the
liquid surface where it acts to increase the rate of evapora_Jon. The monopropellant

_,.] flame reaches a stable position when the velocity of the vapor appr_ aching the flame is

_'_ equal to the lamina, flame velocity for the decomposition process. In an oxidizer-rich

_. combustion en_-iron,l_._t, the hot decomposition products can mix with the oxidizer to
produce _ second flame due to _e bipropellant reaction.

. Allison presents an analytic model for the monopropellant and the hybrid (monopropellant
j plus bipropellant) combustion process as well _s for the bipropellant flame (without the

monopropellant flame). He also presents experimental data on droplet combustion which
provides good agreement with the analytical model. His analysis and the experimental
data indicate that it is the monopropellant reaction alone which determines the mass
burning (evaporation) rate for large drops (where the flow field approaches that of a two
dimensional film). His experimental data show no change in mass burning rate from zero
oxygen mass fraction (i. e., single flame monopropellant reaction) to 42% oxygen mass
fraction (i. e., the two-fl_me hybrid reaction). He has also experimentally demonstrated
th,lt the mass burning rate for large drops was also independent of the ambient tempera-
tures from 2510°F to 4090"F.

Other experimenters (References 21 and 22) seem to filzd thx. the laminar burning
velocity for hydr_zine decomposition is independent of ambient (chamber) pressure level.
If this is so _nO if the mass burning rate is primarily a function of the laminar burning
velocity, then ti.e prediction of how rapidly the film cooling layer is consumed becomes
quite simple. "['he mass burning rate, _l, is

where 0 is the densiD- of the coolant v,_por above the liquid surface

"_ is the laminar burning velocitT,

._l is the weight flow of coolant per unit surface area -- _'V/."DL
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Tile liquid film length then becomes

w_L -
_D_ Vg

11 = film cooling effectiveness

D = chamber diameter.

If the laminar burning velocity is known and independent of pressure, the calculation t

of mass burning rate is only a function of the coolant vapor density, which is a function
of chamber pressure. The decomposition model for predicting the liquid lengtI leads
to the simple result that the mass burning (or evaporation) rate is a constant at any given
chamber pressure. Variation of the core combustion temperature or the oxidizer content
of the core combustion gases cause no change in the mass burning rate because the mono-
propellant flame establishes the primary heat flux to the film.

To serve as a starting point foi the calculations, a laminar burning velocity of 117 cm/sec
reported in References 23 and 24 was used for hydrazine. The laminar burning velocity

for MMH was estimated by assuming the__ratio between the two propellants was the same

as measured by Allison _ , hydrazine/_ , M_-I = 3.2).

The decomposition temperature of the film coolant must also be estimated. For this
analysis where the adjacent core combustion zones are usually fuel rich, the assumption
is made that there are no bipropellant (oxidation) reactions with their attendant additional
rise in temperature. However, the decomposition temperature of hydrazine is a variable
and is known to be a function of the amount of an-_nonia in the decomposition products.
Initiallyp hydrazine decomposition produces large amounts of ammonia at high tempera-
tures. However, the ammonia begins to dissociate at these temperatures and in doing so
absorbs heat thereby lowering the temperature of the decomposition products. Figure C-3
shows the preaicted temperature of the decomposition reaction as a function of the per-
centage of ammonia that dissociates. A large r,_nge of decomposition temperatures could
therefore be cxpected. The ammonia dissociation rate is rapid at high temperatures and
as a result of the absorption of heat, hydrazine decomposition temperatures above 2200°F
are a transient phenomena.

Similar data for MMH could not be found in the literature but since ammonia is also formed

in decomposition, a similar variation of decomposition temperatures are expected.

To permit a preliminary evaluation of the decomposition model of film cooling, a constant
"effective" decomposition temperature was assumed for both hydrazine and MMTI. This
avoided time consuming computations of reaction dynamics which _uld involve the decom-
position and dissociation reaction rates. An effective decomposition temperature of 1800°F

was assumed for hydrazine and a lower temperature of 1600°F was chosen for MMH.

ORIGINALPAGE Ib
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G._s-to-Wall Iteat Transfer

Convective heat transfer between the g'_scous fihn and the chamber wall de)ends,

among other things, upon the level of turbulence in the film. If the film is turbulent through-
out the thrust chamber, the Bartz equation discuss, d under liquid cooling is applicable. In

the case of gaseous film-to-x_all convection, the properties of the gas film, not the core,
are used in the Bartz equation.

In many cases it has been found that the flow is turbulent throughout the chamber. However,
it is possible for regions of laminar flow to exist in critical portions of certain engines.

For years, it has been observed that heat transfer coefficients near the throat of small

thrust chambers are considerably lower than woulcl be predicted by turbulent boundary

layer methods. It was believed that th'is was due to injector effects in the short chambers,
but the latest evidence {Ref.25) indicates that it is due to the existence of a laminar boundary

layer in the vicini% of the throat.

It is theorized that a turbulent boundary layer such as exists along the chamber walls can
become laminar in a strong favorable (negative_ pressure gradient, especially on a highly

cooled wall. The occurrence of this phenomenon is believed to depend upon the magnitude

of the negative pressure gradient, the extent of wall cooling, the surface roughness, the
flow Reynolds number, and the degree of turbulence in the freestream. No theoretical

laminarization criterion has yet been defined, buc, as a rule of thumb, thrust chambers
with throat Reynolds numbers less than 200,000 will exhibit laminar flow at the throat.

This rule is based upon a review of available heat flux da:a. However, the 1Red,holds num-
ber for the SSRCT thruster is above this number, and no benefits from the laminarization
are expected.

• Supersonic Flow Film Cooling

The supersonic gas film relationship are based upon correlations by Partha-
sarthy, "An Investigation of Turbulent Slot Injection at Mach 6", _,IAA Journal Volume 8,
No. 7, July 1970. The correlation indicates and the test data on the SSRCS engine tend to

• verify that the gas film temperature increases at a slower rate _,s it traverses along the

wall in the supersonic region than would bc predicted by Hatch and Papell.

• Heat Transfer .Analysis

Once the heat flux to the chamber xv_ll is estimated by the simplified heat

transfer procedures just described, the temperatures along the chamber and the insulating
blnnket can be calculated using the Thermal Analy',.e r prog_ram. The chamber, coolant

• film, gas core and the surroundings can be divided into finite elements. The thermal capac-

itance of each elcment and the thermal resisu_nce (or admittance_ between adjoining elements

are specified, and the steady state temperature distribution is found.
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